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Abstract
Our society is galvanized in that the sexual exploitation of children is an egregious crime.
Yet, there is a vast store of child pornography materials readily available; materials that
are the recordation of the chi/d's actual sexual abuse. This document explores the history
of child pornography, its current state and the environment in which it flourishes, the
Internet. This research examines the scope of the problem and those that are associated
with child pornography. Thif; body of work is intended to provide greater understanding
of the scope of the problem and provide clear and actionable public policy
recommendations.
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Thank you "Barmely".
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Chapter One

Introduction and Problem Statement

Like a scream in the night, my innoc�nce was shattered. As a seasoned police
officer, I felt that I had seen tmd heard enough that I could not be shocked anymore. I was
very wrong. As pmi of a criminal investigation, I viewed some images of child
pornography. These graphic 1images recorded honific events of the child's sexual abuse
and the simple viewing would change me forever. After further investigation, the case in
question was perfected and successfully prosecuted. Many times I wake in the night and
can still see the faces of the child victims from the images. Those pitiful children, their
faces stricken with fear, confusion, pain and betrayal. What are their names? How did
they arrive at such a place? Where are those that are supposed to love, care and protect
them? I can see them now, some are only infants being sexually assaulted, most are older,
but all are victims. I will never be able to remove those images and I am not certain that I
want to forget. Shockingly, about 1.2 million other children are trafficked each year for
$10 billion, the United Nations Children's Fund (UNICEF). UNICEF rep01is Child

Trafficking (2003)
Almost daily, we sch news rep01is regarding children being victimized, for
example; Autho1ities in Athens, Greece recently anested a 33-year-old man for
manufacturing and posting nude images of infants and children onto the Internet. He
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advised police that he delved into child pornography to make money "and to satisfy his
passion for the nude child's body". Associated Press (2004)
Mr. Nick Allen Reports, Children are being sold for sex on the Internet and then
rated out of 10 by pedophiles, a report said yesterday. Some children have been sold by
relatives and friends who advertised them online with indecent photographs. Pre
pubescent boys and girls are also being coerced into taking part in live sex shows
screened on the web which dozens of people pay to watch, then rate. Allen (2004)
A decade ago the United States awakened to the devastating effects of child pornography.
In a landmark 1982 Supreme Court case, New York v. Ferber, 458 U.S. 747, 764-65,
Justice Byron White wrote, "the use of children as subjects of pornographic material is
�

hannful to the physiologicai,:· emotional and mental health of the child. That judgment, we
think, easily passes muster under the First Amendment." The Court found child
pornography "intrinsically related to the sexual abuse of children .... ".
The proliferation of child pornography available on the Internet leads to increased
victimization, due to profit motive and fantasy fulfillment. Please remember, that child
pornography is a pern1anent record of the children's victimization and is further hanned
by the circulation of the materials. If the production of material, which requires the sexual
exploitation of children, is to be effectively controlled, then the distribution network for
child pornography must be closed. Currently, due to law enforcement efforts, it is
difficult to find commercially produced child pornography in adult bookstores.
According to Mr. Ernie Allen, Director of the National Center for Missing and Exploited
Children, "increasingly pedophiles and child pornographers have fled to the relative

'

anonymity of cyberspace. With the advent of the Internet, however, it does appear that
profit-motivated, child-pornography distribution has returned and is growing". National
1.
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Center for Missing and Exploited Children (I 992) Until recently, child pornography was
not viewed as a fo1111 of sexual abuse. These young child victims require a voice within
our judicial system and protection from victimization; we must not allow our children to
be preyed upon unchallenged. Until recently, child pornography was rarely identified as a
factor in child sexual abuse; the driving force behind these efforts is the law enforcement
community. With this is mind; my professional colleagues and I have gained knowledge,
experience and developed skill sets that have allowed us the opportunity to perfect cases
against predators and participate in the education of children, parents and police officers.
The questions that beg to be answered are; who are those that would do harm to
children, why, and what role does child pornography play in the abuse? What role does
society and it's seemingly laissez-faire attitude, play in the victimization; facilitation?
Enabelment? Empowennent? What effects will this type of child sexual exploitation
produce in the long tenn for its child victims and our culture, as a whole? Certainly, a
clearer understanding of the offenders, victims and associated materials will allow for
more effective apprehension, treatment and prevention practices, thereby making
communities safer for our children. With that in mind, let us begin to discover the
answers to those questions in this document.
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Defining Terms Used

Both professionals and nonprofessionals use certain associated tenns regularly
when discussing this topic. With that in mind, many of these tem1s are thought to be basic
and are, therefore, frequently not defined.
In order to examine the topic at hand and to avoid confusion that may result in
differences of opinion, it is imperative that the tenns used be defined. The common
practice of refen-ing to the same thing by different names and different things by the same
name frequently creates confusion. Most would recognize the importance of definitions; a
major obstacle is the fact that many tenns do not have one universally accepted
definition. The layperson, as well as professionals from different disciplines will have
different meanings to the associated terms such as pedophile, sexual abuse, etc. With that
said, the associated tenns utilized in this document will be defined as such;

Sexual Victimization of Children
This tenn is used to encompass all the ways in which a child can be sexually
victimized. Include under this encompassing tenn are the wide variety of fonns of sexual
victimization such as sexual abuse of children, sexual exploitation of children, sexual
assault of children, and sexual abduction of children.

Sexual Exploitation of Children
The term sexual exploitation of children is difficult to precisely define and in fact
is dynamic, as new methods of victimization are utilized.
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Some put fmih that it implies a commercial or monetary element in the victimization.
Others feel that it implies sexual victimization of a child perpetrated by someone other
than a family member or legal guardian, extra familial. Thereby, contrasted with the tenn
"sexual abuse" of children, which is used most often to refer to one-on-one intrafamilial
abuse. As used in this document, sexual exploitation of children refers to all forms of
sexual victimization of children. This may include; sex tourism, prostitution, computers,
images, sexual abuse and extra and intra familial perpetrators.

Sexual Activity

Sexual activity must be considered duplicitly. The obvious sexual activities can
include an entire spectrum of "normal" sexual acts; from touching, kissing and fondling
to intercourse. Sex can also include deviant sexual acts involving behavior such as
sadomasochism, bondage, urination, and defecation. A sexual act for one person might
not be a sexual act for another, or it might not be illegal.
The secondary sexual acts to be considered must be judged with motivation in
mind and not just the nature of the acts perfonned.
Some acts can be sexual acts if you can prove the intent or motivation of the
individual. Many common activities performed on a daily basis while interacting with
children could be considered sexual acts. For example; kissing, hugging, or appeming
naked in front of a child, giving a child an enema, taking a child's rectal temperature,
cutting a child's hair, a physical examination by a doctor, hands-on wrestling instructions
by a coach, or photographing a child. For the purpose of this document, sexual activity
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includes "nonnal" sexual acts and are those other acts perforn1ed by one motivated by
sexual gratification.

Child
In general a child will be defined here as someone who has not yet reached his or
her eighteenth birthday.

Paraphilia
Paraphilias are psychosexual disorders defined for clinical and research purposes
in the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, 4th edition, Text Revision
(DSM-IV-TR). They are defined there as recurrent, intense, and sexually arousing
fantasies, urges, or behaviors that generally involve nonhuman objects, the suffe1ing or
humiliation of oneself or one's partner, or children or other nonconsenting persons and
that occur over a period of at least six months.

Child Molester
For the purposes of this publication a child molester will be defined as a
significantly older individual who engages in any type of sexual activity with individuals
legally defined as children.

Pedophile
In the DSM-IV-TR, pedophilia is classified as a paraphilia, one of the
psychosexual disorders. It is important for to remember that the DSM-IV-TR diagnostic
criteria for pedophilia require that there be recunent, intense, and sexually arousing

ll

fantasies, urges, or behaviors involving prepubescent children, generally age 13 or
younger. The absence of any of the key c1ite1ia could technically eliminate the diagnosis.
For example an individual who has a strong preference for and repeatedly engages in sex
with large numbers of 14 year olds could conectly be evaluated by a mental-health
professional as not a pedophile. Technically pedophilia is a psychiatric diagnosis that can
be made only by qualified psychologists or psychiatrists For the purposes of this
publication the term "pedophile" when used will be defined as a significantly older
individual who prefers to have sex with individuals legally considered children.
Pedophiles are individuals whose erotic imagery and sexual fantasies focus on children.
They do not settle for child yictims, but, in fact, clearly prefer to have sex with children.
The law, not puberty, will detennine who is a child.

Situational Offender

The situational-type offender does not usually have compulsive-paraphilic sexual
preference for children. He may, however, engage in sex with children for varied and
sometimes complex reasons. The availability and vulnerability of the child victim are the
key components used by a situational offender to detennine if they will sexually assault a
child.

Preferential Offender

Preferential-type off�nders have definite sexual inclinations, or preferences. Their
erotic imagery and sexual fantasies focus on children. They do not settle for child
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victims, but, in fact, clearly prefer to have sex with children, and they are the ones it
would be most appropriate to refer to as pedophiles

Financial Offender
The financial offender is an individual that participates in the sexual exploitation
of children for financial gain.

Erotica
Erotica is any material, relating to children, including; fantasy writings, letters,
diaries, books, sexual aids, souvenirs, toys, costumes, drawings, and nonsexually explicit
visual images, that serves a sexual purpose for an individual.

Child Pornography
Common practice and for the purposes of this work, there are three working
definitions for the term child pornography.
•

Child pornography dm be behaviorally defined as the sexually explicit

reproduction of a child's image (sexually explicit photographs, negatives, slides,
magazines, movies, videotapes, and electronic media).
•

Child pornography can be practically defined as the pennanent record of the

sexual abuse or exploitation of an actual child. Child pornography, in actuality a c1ime
scene photo, represents an act of sexual abuse or exploitation of a child and, by itself,
does hann to that child.
o

Legal definitions of the term vary from state-to-state and under federal law. Child

pornography can be legally defined as; involves a visual depiction (not the wiitten word)
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of a child (a minor as defined by statute) that is sexually explicit (not necessaiily obscene
unless required by state law). The federal child-pornography law (18 U.S.C.A. § 2256)
defines a child or minor as someone who has not yet reached his or her eighteenth
birthday.
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Chapter 2
Literature Review

There have been numerous documents, books and studies published regarding the
c1imes of sexual exploitation of children. Several are particularly gennane to this study.
Of particular interest is a comprehensive analysis of child molesters by the author
Kenneth V. Lanning; Child Molesters: A Behavioral Analysis For Law-Enforcement
Officers Investigating the Sexual Exploitation of Children by Acquaintance Molesters.
Lanning draws upon his years of experience as an FBI profiler, his education and case
experiences to conduct this analysis. This study is unusual in that it examines the
offenders, victims and the culture of child sexual exploitation. This fresh approach is
most valuable to researchers, therapists and investigators as they strive to prevent c1imes
and treat offenders and victims.
In response to the see;ning increasing amount of child pornography and sexual
solicitations of children via the Internet, the Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency
Prevention and the National Center for Missing and Exploited Children published a Youth
Internet Safetv Survev to examine the correlates between youth Internet usage and sexual
exploitation. Finklehor, Mitchell and Wolak of the Crimes Against Children Research
Center at the University of New Hampshire utilized a non-experimental, qualitative
research project to examine the phenomenon. (Finklehor, Mitchell, & Wolack, 200]) The
purpose of the quantitative study was to collect information regarding incidents of
possible online child victimization. The telephone survey was conducted with a national
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(not random) sample of 150 I youth, ages IO to 17 who used the Internet regularly. The
selfrepo1ied telephone interview survey was to address sexual solicitations and
approaches, unwanted exposures to sexual mate1ials and harassment. The demographics
ofthe sample, although not representative ofthe population as a whole, were consistent
with the demographics ofInternet users. The findings were used to establish policy
regarding prevention and educational programs and the study ofchildren's usage and
predatory behaviors on the Internet. This data provides critical infonnation and suggested
patterns ofbehaviors that are foundational in this study.
The Crimes Against Children Research Center at the University ofNew
Hampshire was commissioned by the National Center for Missing and Exploited
Children and the Office ofJuvenile Justice Delinquency Prevention to conduct a study to
determine the response oflaw enforcement to Internet crimes against children and its
community impact. The study quasi-experimental, qualitative research was titled Internet
Sex Crimes Against Minors: The Response ofLaw Enforcement. The author collected
infonnation from a national r:Hnple oflaw-enforcement agencies about the characte1istics
ofInternet sex crimes agains, minors and the numbers ofanests for these crimes dming a
one-year period beginning on July 1, 2000. The study estimated that there were some
2,577 anests made by Federal, state and local law enforcement at all levels during that
pe1iod for Internet sex crimes against minors. Finklehor and his staff at the Crimes
Against Children Research Center designed the study to be that ofa representative
national sample oflaw enforcement agencies that would give an overall picture of
Internet Crimes Against children in the United States. One research goal was to
understand how these cases emerged and were handled by such a diverse group of
agencies in the sample. Another research goal was to get detailed data about the
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characteristics of these crimes, the perpetrators, the victims and the landscape
surrounding the victimization from well-info1med, reliable sources. Finklehor and his
staff assembled a national sa::nple of 2,574 state, county, and local law-enforcement
agencies and surveyed them ,by mail asking them if they had made a1Tests in Internetrelated, child pornography or sexual-exploitation cases. Those Investigators who had
such cases participated in detailed telephone interviews regarding the cases in question.
The research design then assembled a stratified sample of law-enforcement agencies with
special interest being given to agencies that specialized in Internet sex crimes against
minors. This sampling method was cautious to allow every agency a chance to be
selected in the sample. Finklehor accomplished this by dividing the agencies into three
groups. These are;
• Agencies that specialized in investigating Internet sex crimes against minors. These
included the 73 Internet C1imes Against Children Task Forces and satellites, in operation
when the sample was drawn, funded by grants from the U.S. Depa1tment of Justice, and
units of 4 federal agencies specializing in Internet crimes.
• A random sample of 833 agencies known to have sent staff members to training classes
�
addressing Internet sex crimes
1· against minors drawn from lists provided by training
organizations.
• A random sample of 12% of all other U.S. state, county, and local law-enforcement
agencies (n = 1,666) drawn from an annually updated directory of all U.S. law
enforcement agencies.
Doctor Finklehor's study provided essential infonnation regarding offenders, victims and
the Internet culture.
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Looking fmiher into the question of Child Pornography and the Internet, Max
Taylor and Ethel Quayle (Taylor & Quayle, 2003) provides new research findings
regarding the child pornography and its availability on the Internet and the victimization
of children. The research hac) three main goals;
•

Examine how child r,�m10graphy is used on the Internet.

•

Identify the social context in which the use occurs.

•

Develop a model of offending behavior to help better understand and deal with

the process of offending.
The inductive, qualitative, non- experimental, Internet study of pedophiles is
conducted through the COPINE project and allows researchers access to detailed
interviews and the offender'� own accounts of their victimization (Taylor and Quayle
2003). These same accounts are also used to illustrate to the reader the process involved
in offending and treatment. The authors put fo1ih that "severe deterrents need to be
associated with possession of child pornography; a better comprehension is needed of the
links between possession and committing a contact offence". This important research is
key, in that it was able to quantify the volume, type and availability of child pornography
and to note some alanning tr�nds.
Keith Durkin and Clifton Bryant (Durkin & Bryant, 1999) conducted an
1

inductive, qualitative study regarding Pedophiles and their accounts of deviance. The
study was published as, Prop'agandizing Pederastv: a Thematic Analvsis o[the Online
Exculpatory Accounts of Unrepentant Pedophiles. The project was designed to monitor a
.•

specific Internet bulletin board site that is frequented by pedophiles and to record and
later examine their accounts, :Or stated reasons/explanations for their deviant behaviors.
The nature of the sites and the postings suggest participation in the site by design. The
18

researchers were able to mmntor postings and conversations and then analyze and
categorize the accounts offered for their deviance. Although the sample size was small
(41 admitted pedophiles) it is significant, in that the information and accounts gathered is

totally uninhibited. The nature/anonymity of the Internet allowed researchers the
opportunity to administer and gather the data surreptitiously and without introducing
influence or additional va1iables to the pedophiles. The findings and data are most helpful
in establishing policy, treatnient and prevention programs and investigative technique as
the accounts are quantified.
Anna Salter, in her work entitled, Predators, Pedophiles, Rapists. and other Sex
Offenders (Salter, 2003), utilizes an inductive, qualitative, non- experimental research
along with relevant data to formulate and illustrate theory regarding sexual exploitation
and offenders who would prey upon others. She provides anecdotal, experiential and
clinical findings and empiric?! evidence to the readers to support her findings regarding
sexual predators. Dr. Salter presents the chilling accounts of the crimes, as provided by
the offenders and victims themselves. This important work is most useful in developing a
clear er understanding of the predatory mind and actions and their use of pomography and
the Internet. The infonnation; is invaluable to the criminal justice community, as it allows
practitioners to visit the accounts of predators in action and in their own accounts and
provided another key founda�ion piece to this study.
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Chapter 3
What is Child Pornography?

Legal Considerations
What is Child Pornography? Child pornography is not just di1iy pictures, or an
artistic expression of a child's physical beauty. An image of Child pornography is
actually the recordation of a crime in which the offender is victimizing the child. They
are crime scene photos; in which the child is re-victimized each and every time the image
is sold, viewed and used as a _fantasy tool.
Offenders seek out thi:- contraband mate1ials mostly in the f01m of pictures and
movies, with the latest technc.Jogical versions commanding the greatest interest. Child
pornography is not the "bathtub" picture that my mother so willingly showed to all my
teenage girlfriends. Nor is it �he photo of your daughter during a gymnastics competition.
What the pedophile collects can be divided into two catego1ies; they are child
pornography and child erotic�. Those categories must be examined both behaviorally .and
legally.
Child pornography can be behaviorally, not legally, defined as the sexually
explicit reproduction of a child's image and includes sexually explicit photographs stored
and viewed in any technical rnanner (negatives, slides, magazines, movies, videotapes,
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and computer disks, digital, etc). In essence it is, or was, the pennanent record of the
sexual abuse or exploitation nf an actual child. Child pornography, by itself, represents an
act of sexual abuse or exploi:tation of a child and, by itself, does hann to that child. Child
pornography is and has been,,deemed illegal by the Federal government and all fifty
states. Legal definitions of the tenn "child pornography" vary from state-to-state and
under federal law. Under most definitions child pornography usually involves a visuaJ
depiction (not the written word) of a child (a minor as defined by statute) that is sexuaHy
explicit (not necessarily obscene unless required by state law). The federal child

pornography law (18 U.S.C.A. § 2256) defines a child or minor as someone who has not
yet reached his or her eighteenth birthday.
The legal definition of Child Pornography in the Virginia code is;
18.2-3 74.1. Production, publication, sale, possession with intent to distiibute, financing,
etc., of sexually explicit items involving children; presumption as to age; severability.
A. For the purposes of this aiiicle and Ariicle 4 (§ 18.2-362 et seq.) of this chapter, the
tenn "sexually explicit visual material" means a picture, photograph, drawing, sculpture,
motion picture film, digital in1age or similar visual representation which depicts sexual
bestiality, a lewd exhibition cf nudity, as nudity is defined in § 18.2-390, or sexual
excitement, sexual conduct or sadomasochistic abuse, as also defined in § 18.2-390, or a
book, magazine or pamphlet which contains such a visual representation. An
undeveloped photograph or similar visual material may be sexually explicit material
notwithstanding that processing or other acts may be required to make its sexually
explicit content apparent.
B. A person shall be guilty of a Class 5 felony who:
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1. Accosts, entices or solicit::. a person less than eighteen years of age with intent to
induce or force such person to perfonn in or be a subject of sexually explicit visual
material; or
2. Produces or makes or atteinpts or prepares to produce or make sexually explicit visual
material which utilizes or h,1'.-: as a subject a person less than eighteen years of age; or
\1

3. Who knowingly takes part in or participates in the filming, photographing or other
reproduction of sexually explicit visual material by any means, including but not limited
to computer-generated reproiiuction, which utilizes or has as a subject a person less than
eighteen years of age; or
4. Sells, gives away, distributes, electronically transmits, displays with lascivious intent,
purchases, or possesses with intent to sell, give away, distribute, transmit or display with
lascivious intent sexually explicit visual material which utilizes or has as a subject a
person less than eighteen years of age.

C. A person shall be guilty of a Class 4 felony who knowingly finances or attempts or
prepares to finance sexually explicit visual material which utilizes or has as a subject a
person less than eighteen yea;cs of age.
D. For the purposes of this section a person who is depicted as or presents the appearance
'1

of being less than eighteen years of age in sexually explicit visual material is prima facie
presumed to be less than eighteen years of age.
E. The provisions of this sectjon shall be severable and, if any of its provisions shall be
held unconstitutional by a court of competent jurisdiction, then the decision of such court
shall not affect or impair any of the remaining provisions. (Commonwealth of Virginia,
2002)
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Both the Federal and-state child pornography codes will point towards the focus
and theme of the image in question. An image of a child playing on a playground is quite
innocent. The next image ofthe same child with the focus of the image being that of
genitalia, or an erotic simulation, or pose changes the image to that of child pornography.
From a practical standpoint, -Virginia's law is quite functional in case perfection,
(acqui1ing evidence to meet !he elements of the crime and move forward with
prosecution). This is attributed to the enhancements included in the code for subsequent
violations, allowing the judi9ial system to attach greater penalties.
Offenders seek out tlw contraband materials mostly in the fonn of pictures and
movies, with the latest technological versions commanding the greatest interest. Child·
pornography can be divided into two subcategories. These are commercial and
homemade. Commercial child pornography is that which is produced and intended for

commercial sale. Because of strict Federal and state laws today, there is no place in the
United States where commercial child pornography is openly being sold. What child
pornography is now being coi11111ercially distributed in the United States is most often
distributed via the Internet. The risks of prosecution are usually too high for the strictly
commercial dealer or common criminal to distribute child pornography by means other
than the Internet. However, due to their sexual and personal interests preferential sex
offenders are more willing to, _take those 1isks. Their motive goes beyond just profit. In
the United States, the child pornography industry is prirna1ily a cottage industry run by
pedophiles and child molestei·s. However, the profit motive has attracted entrepreneur
that are willing to victimize �hildren in exchange for huge profits. Commercial child
pornography is more readily available in foreign countries. When the Global marketplace
is considered, United States �;tizens, seem to be the main customers for the majority of
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this contraband material. Whether this consumerism can be attributed to sexual interests,
leisure time, available technology, or disposable income is the basis for additional
research. Homemade child pornography is the most highly sought after, as it is deemed to
be "fresh", new and carries with it the highest level of"fantasy equity". Lanning (2001)

Federal Case Law
Child pornography i� and has been deemed illegal by the Federal government.
,
Title 18 of the United States Code governs child pornography: Sexual Exploitation and
Other Abuse of Children 18 U.S.C. § 2256 defines "Child pornography" as:
18 USC§ 2256
"Any visual depiction, including any photograph, film, video, picture, or
computer or computer-generated image or picture, whether made or produced by
electronic, mechanical, or other means, of sexually explicit conduct, where (A)The production of such vi'sual depiction involves the use of a minor engaging
in sexually explicit conduct;
(B) such visual depiction is, or appears to be, of a minor engaging in sexually
explicit conduct;

.,

(C) such visual depiction has,been created, adapted, or modified to appear that an
identifiable minor is engaging in sexually explicit conduct; or
(D) such visual depiction is advertised, promoted, presented, described, or
distributed in such a manner that conveys the impression that the material is or
contains a visual depiction of a minor engaging in sexually explicit conduct ... "
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Federal Statutes and Associated Penalties
0

18 USC§

P�oduction of child pornography (mandatory min. 15 yrs; max 30 years)

2251
0

18 USC§

y1 �; max life)

2251A
0

18 USC§

18 USC§

2252A
0

Possession, distribution and receipt of child pornography (mandatory
mii1 5 yrs for distribution or receipt; max 20 years)

2252
0

Selling or buying children for sexual exploitation (mandatory min. 30

18 USC§

P<;issession, distribution and receipt of child pornography (mandatory
;�
min 5 yrs for distribution or receipt; max 20 years)
Importation of child pornography (max IO years)

2260

(Unites States, 2004)

In response to technoiogical advances, the Federal government passed the Child
Pornography Prevention Act (CPPA) of 1996. The act, commonly referred to as, COPPA,
or 18 U.S.C.A. § 2252A, expanded the federal definition of "child pornography" to
include not only a sexually explicit visual depiction using a minor, but also any visual
depiction that "has been created, adapted, or modified to appear (emphasis added) that
an identifiable minor is engag111g in sexually explicit conduct." This expanded definition,
in essence, federally criminalizes simulated child pornography.
I
I

However, in April of 2002 tlte 9 th . Circuit Court in California ruled that "morphed, or
simulated" porn was not illegal. The majority of the justices of the Supreme Court wrote
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in their decision that Congress' first try at banning "morphed" porn was akin to
prohibiting di1iy thoughts. "First Amendment freedoms are most in danger when the
government seeks to control,thought or to justify its laws for that impem1issible end," the
justices said. "The 1ight to think is the beginning of freedom, and speech must be
protected from the government because speech is the beginning of thought."
The original law, overturned on First Amendment grounds, outlawed a certain type of
image that "appears to be" of a minor. The COPP A (1996) legislation refers to any
computer-generated image that is "virtually indistinguishable from that of a minor
engaging in sexually explici(conduct."
Michael Heimbach, trle chief of the FBI's Crimes Against Children Unit, said that
the Supreme Court's decisior,1 will "pose a substantial impediment to child pornography
prosecutions now and in the future" because anyone charged with being a child
pornographer will simply claim the illicit images were morphed from legal adult
snapshots or video. (Heimbach 2002) Additionally, the law requires Internet
vendors/providers to ensure that adult sexual content not be available to minors.
The arguments made their w21y to the United States Supreme Court. Based on the
aforementioned case from the;! 9 th . Circuit Federal Couit in California, In Ap1il 2002, the
United States Supreme Couii· in Ashcroft V Free Speech Coalition, ruled that the First
Amendment protects pornography or other images that only appear to depict real children
engaged in sexual behavior. For the Judicial System, the implications of this ruling are
profound. For law enforcement, it effectively means that unless an image can be
demonstrated (proven, not ac�epted as prima fascia) to be that of a real child, its
possession and distribution i:-:1· not a prosecutable offence. The prosecution of child
1.

pornography possession casd'. has not been severely hampered, as law enforcement has
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responded by coordinating enforcement effo1is and establishing a national database of
such images for victim Iden��fication. Once Investigators query the database and receive
a victim identification confomation, the cases are then presented to state and Federal
prosecutors for prosecution.
In a recent Supreme C:ourt Ruling regarding the COPPA Bill, the Associated
Press's Washington bureau rep01ied on Tuesday June 29, 2004, that the Supreme Court
had ruled, that a law meant to punish pornographers that peddle "dirty pictures" to Web
surfing kids is probably an unconstitutional muzzle on free speech. The high comi
divided 5-to-4 over a law passed in 1998, signed by then-President Clinton and now
backed by the Bush administration. The majority said a lower comi was c01Tect to block
the law from taking effect be:;cause it likely violates the First Amendment. The court did
l

not end the long fight over the law, however. The majority sent the case back to a lower
I

court for a trial that could give the government a chance to prove the law does not go too
far. (Associated Press, 2004)
The majo1ity, led by Justice Anthony M. Kennedy, said there may have been
important technological adv9;nces in the five years since a federal judge blocked the law.
Holding a new trial will allo,¥ discussion of what technology, if any, might allow adults
to see and buy material that is legal for them while keeping that material out of the hands
of children. Justices Stevens,· Souter, Thomas and Ginsburg agreed with Kennedy.
The Ame1ican Civil Liberties Union and other critics of the antipomography law said that
it would restrict far too much_ material that adults may legally see and buy. The ACLU
advises that their goal is to have the legal definitions clarified.
The law, which nevectook effect, would have authorized fines up to $50,000 for
the crime of placing material/hat is "hannful to minors" within the easy reach of children
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on the Internet. The law also would have required adults to use access codes and or other
ways ofregistering before th.e,y could see objectionable material online.
Similarly, a critical t(!_lst of obscenity relates to the "Miller Standard". This test is
the result ofa United States Supreme Court Decision, Miller V California. The decision
provides a test to determine if material in question (not just limited to child pornography)
is obscene.

•

Whether the average person applying contemporary community standards would

find the work, taken as a whqle, appeals to prurient interests;
•

Whether the work depicts, or desc1ibes in a patently offensive way sexual conduct

specifically defined by the applicable state law;
.,

Whether the work, taken as a whole, lacks serious literary, artistic, political or

scientific value.
The practical implica\;ons for the investigator and prosecutor are that a test, or
measure is in place to detennine "community standards" ofthe materials in question.
This "community standard" t,�st is favorable for contemporary sociologists that espouse
the concepts of community n�mns and their evolution.

Literary, Artistic, Political or Scientific VaJue of Child Pornography
Some that are naive, recalcitrant, or ill infonned have assumed positions that
support the manufacture, collection and appreciation ofchild pornography. Generally,
these persons cite the a1iistic quality and value ofsuch materials as their justification,
rather than considering the victim. To properly define and couch the topic at hand, review
the following images. With that spirit in mind, I present the images ofa young girl named
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"Vicky" for your analysis. These evidentiary images, as presented in this document, have
been digitally masked to prevent victim identification and excessive display.

Image Redacted
, "Vicky" Being Victimized #1

Image Redacted

"Vicky" Being Victimized #2

Image Redacted

."Vicky" Being Victimized #3

Image Redacted

1"Vicky" Being Victimized #4

This display of images is categorically mild when compared to the hundreds of
thousands of images that have been catalogued by law enforcement authorities. Yet, I am
unable to identify, or articulate a legitimate pnnient, artistic, scientific, or literary use for
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images such as those just viewed. Images that depict sud1 viclimization have no
legitimate artistic value and i�o fall within Federal and state laws as being child
pornography.

Erotica
Simulated and Virtual Child Pornography
Simulated child pornography looks like child pornography, but may not be. It is
designed to appeal to the pedophile but it usually is not legally child pornography
because the individuals portrayed are older than 18. This illustrates the importance and
sometimes the difficulty in proving the age of the child in the photographs or videotapes.
In some cases there are models pretending to be underage children and "virtual" child
pornography that was created with computer software that does not involve the depiction
of actual children. The ability to manipulate digital visual images with a computer can
make it more difficult to determine the ages of the persons in them. Computermanipulated and, soon, comp:iter-generated visual images of individuals who appear to
be, but are not, children engaging in sexually explicit conduct may call into question the
basis for highly restrictive child pornography laws. In fact, the web site demonstrated
below is marketing paid subscription access to their sites that contain computer generated
virtual child pornography. If you will notice, the activities depicted are graphic scenes of
child sexual exploitation. Suhscribers view, then save and collect this material to be
utilized again at their leisure.
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Image Redacted
Web Site Banner Promoting Virtual Child pornography Content

Although not illegal, ·,or objectionable, the pedophile can and may utilize the
bathtub and sp01is images that were previously described, as "child erotica". Ken
Lanning, in his aiiicle; Child.Molesters: A Behavioral Analysis (Lanning, 1986), defined
child erotica as "any materiaJ.., relating to children, that serves a sexual purpose for a
given individual." It is a broc1der, more encompassing, and more subjective term than
child pornography. It includes things such as fantasy writings, letters, diaries, books,
sexual aids, souvenirs, toys, costumes, drawings, and nonsexually explicit visual images.
Such child erotica might also be referred to as "pedophile paraphernalia." This type of
material is usually not illegal to possess or distribute. Because of the diversity of material
that could be considered "child erotica," there was no way to develop a comprehensive
itemization; therefore, I divided it into categories defined by its nature or type. These
categories are published mate1ial, unpublished mate1ial, pictures, souvenirs and trophies,
and miscellaneous. National Center for Missing and Exploited Children (1986)

,.

Currently, there is an epidemic of visual materials available on the Internet and utilized
by the media that can be classified and utilized as "child erotica". Entrepreneurial parents
and caregivers are facilitating;their early pubescent (and younger) children to pose for
photo sessions. See the images below:

Image Redacted
The photos of 12-year--old "Amber" cavorting in a swimsuit and various skimpy
outfits wouldn't have raised so much as an eyebrow if they had been posted on a family
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home page. But on Iilamber.com - one of a growing number of "preteen model" sites
operating in the legal gray area between innocent imagery and child pornography - they
have drawn the attention of the Justice Depa1iment and prompted a congressman to
declare war on the "reckless endangennent" of such kids by their parents and Web site
operators. (MSNBC and Brunker 2003)

Image Redacted

Web Site Banner Promoting Child Erotica Content

Image Redacted

Web Site Banner Promoting Child Erotica Content

In my capacity as a pd!ice officer, my unit receives numerous complaints weekly
from citizens that rep01i this material as child pornography, or to advise of family
members that are "modeling". their children on the Internet. I have had the opportunity to
become "professionally associated" with several gentlemen that were attending spo1iing
events and taking photos and video of the children unawares and others that were visiting
school and organizational wet, sites to secure images to be utilized as erotica. These
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mate1;a1s were used by them and sold commercially to other pedophiles privately and
online. "This is an unacceptable way for a child to earn lunch money ... performing like a
circus animal," Rep. Mark Foley said of the sites, which feature girls as young as 6
wearing revealing clothing ai1d striking sexually suggestive poses but display no nudity
or ove1i sexual material that would run afoul of child pornography laws. "It sickens you
that a parent would have sue½. disregard for their own child."
Foley, R-Fla., was informed by the Justice Department earlier this month that, at
his request, it had instructed the FBI to review the pre-teen sites in order to detennine
•'

whether they are breaking any laws. Foley also asked a House Judiciary subcommittee to
hold hearings on the subject, which would allow parents of the girls and the Web site
operators to be subpoenaed. ;
"Lil Amber," the site that touched a raw nerve for Foley, is one of dozens of
preteen "model" sites that have popped up on the Internet over the last few years. "I was
outraged when I first saw it because it's being passed off as some career-building
opportunity or [raising money] to apply for college," he said, referring to statements on
several of the sites saying the.proceeds will go toward the girls' college educations. "To
me, it borders on pornography and indentured servitude."
After purchasing a membership to "Lil Amber" site, which cost $25 for the first
month and $ I 9 .95 a month thereafter, MSNBC.com reviewed dozens of photos and
purchased a videotape for an fl.dditional amount to detennine how far the site's creators
were willing to go.
In all instances, the material stopped well short of what is popularly considered
child porn. The shots showed ·"Amber" (which is not her real name) in bathing suits,
short shorts and skimpy haJtej, tops, but never revealed any genitalia or her breasts. Some
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of the photos were disturbing- such as one in which she appeared to have been rolled in
clay - but others could just as well have been from a backyard birthday paiiy.
"Video #4 - Amber Models Summer Fashions" was like a cross between MTV and bad
home movies. "Amber" spent most of the hour-long tape energetically dancing in front of
a fireplace in a living room, with a placard reading "Jesus" and a family photo on the
mantelpiece and a dog statuette alongside. She "modeled" a dozen different outfits during
the dance-a-thon, apparently.fashions that were requested or purchased by Web site
members. In one scene, she l:ifted her skirt, giving the briefest glimpses of underwear. In
another, the unidentified cameraman lay on the floor and shot up her skirt as she danced
away un-self-consciously. That was as far as it went.
Stephen B. Levine, ::·professor of psychiatry at Case Western Reserve University
School of Medicine and an expe1i on sexuality, made a similar point.
"I think it's reasonable to think that these sites are pandering to pedophiliac interests
... and they are unsavory," he said. "But this is Arne1ica, where we tolerate lots of
unsavory things for freedom of expression, and I don't think we're willing to give up
these freedoms."
(MSNBC & Brunker)

Age of Consent
"Age of Consent" is J concept that is used by proponents of child sexual
exploitation to justify their actions. Proponents of adult/child sex argue that age of
consent laws are the product of the rnling class and are not a true reflection of biology,
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history, or the will of the people. The "Age of Consent" is a term not found in most state
statutes, but rather reflects a1;i absence of prohibition. In the 1860s the age of consent was
twelve years old in Britain ai1d 10 years old in the United States. Child advocates were
concerned that young girls v-iere being sold to brothels and began a campaign against the
white slave trade. The response was to raise the age of consent to thirteen, then
eventually to sixteen in 1885'. Spartacus (2004)
Many groups, the most famous of which is the North American Man/Boy love
Association (NAMBLA), advocate the lowering of consent laws; most of these
organizations have a strong presence on the Internet (see WWW.NAMBLA.org). As used
:.

in this document, age of con�ent reflects the age at which a person can legally consent to
most forms of sexual activity with another person. This age varies from 15-18 in most of
the United States. There are.still restrictions in many states on what type of sexual
activity is permissible, such as oral sex and sodomy, as well as restrictions of the
relationship of the two people, such as a teacher-student, and capacities of the parties.
These restiictions typically run until the age of 18, though some states still have laws
against oral sex or sodomy a� any age. The Romeo and Juliet Law, aka. Lawrence v.
Texas was a landmark that ruled that it is no longer a crime to be gay. Technically the
Lawrence decision held that the Texas statute, which had made it a crime for two persons
of the same sex to engage in certain intimate sexual conduct, violates the Due Process
Clause of the 14th Amendment. Justice Anthony Kennedy wrote: "The petitioners are
entitled to respect for their private lives. The state cannot demean their existence or
control their destiny by makipg their private sexual conduct a crime." Proponents of the
ruling have provided the insight regarding the ruling; "It wasn't a gay sex ruling it was an
anal sex ruling. Gay people ai·e not the only people that have anal sex." In response to
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opponents that claim the ruHng went against morality, the question that begs to be
answered is, "If morality is t,he issue, where are the laws against adultery?" This decision
is another Constitutional viqory for the proletariat that dares to differ.
In light of this rnling for the people, consider the case of Matthew Limon, whose 17-year
sentence (for having, at age 18, consensual sex with a 14 year old boy) was vacated and
returned to the Kansas courts "for further consideration in light of "Lawrence v. Texas."
Such wording is effectively

an instruction to set aside the p1ison tern1 imposed on Mr.

Limon, and perhaps to take a close look at what has been called the state's "Romeo and
Juliet Law." (The statute gai11ed that moniker because it regards oral sex differently when
it involves heterosexual teen�ge couples, as opposed to homosexual ones. When one
member of the couple is aged 14 to 16 and the other is older, the act is statutory rape
under the Kansas law and the most common penalty is probation if the two are
heterosexual. But probation v·as not available to same-sex teenage couples. Matthew
Limon was one week past his· 18th birthday in early 2000 when he perfonned oral sex on
a 14-year-old boy at the center for developmentally disabled young people where they
both lived. No violence or coercion was involved. Unbelievably, had Mr. Limon
perf01med oral sex on a 14-year-old girl, he could have received a prison sentence of
about 15 months, and possibly' just probation. Instead, he is now about three years into a
17-year sentence in the Ellsworth Conectional Facility. The ACLU took up Mr. Limon's
case. It did not challenge the �.tate's right to punish older teenagers for having sex with
younger ones, but argued, rather, that the rules should not be different for same-sex
couples and heterosexual couples. Lawrence v. Texas seems to makes that argument
compelling, as well as age of 1:�onsent prohibitions.
Liberties Union, 2003)
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(Wikipedia, 2003) (American Civil

By definition, for the remainder of this paper, assumed age of victims will be
below 15 yrs of age.
Currently age of consent in 1:�ese United States appear as such;
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Child Pornography Grading System
Images of Child pornography and its associated victimization can run the
entire gamut from erotica, display of genitalia, touching, sexual acts, violent
sexual abuse, sexual 'adism and murder of the child victims. To facilitate
research, enforcemern investigations, the subsequent prosecutions and treatment
programs it was determined that a "grading system" or method of analysis should
be developed. In 199(1 Dr. Max Taylor and Dr. Ethel Quayle, both of the
University College Cork, Ireland began a research program called the Combating
Pedophile lnfonnation Networks in Europe (CO PINE). The basis of the project
lies in their clinical research of pedophiles, child pornography and their use of the
Internet to facilitate victimization. One major factor in their research was the
gathering, cataloguing and examination of child pornography images from the
Internet. We will refer to this study later in this document, however the COPINE
project utilized a unique grading system to facilitate the project. The classification
system was developed my Mr. Taylor during his research on the topic. As Mr.
Taylor noted in his research, victimization is the central theme of child
11
I

pornography. Whethe�·1. the image was accidental or deliberate, the child was
..
victimized and continues to be so each time the image is viewed. Therefore,
victimization must be.the central theme when analyzing image content and
developing appropriate descriptive categories. Taylor and Quayle (2003)
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Taxonomy of different kinds of child pornography
Description of pictures

Level

Name

1

Indicative

Non-erotic and non-sexualized pictures

,,

showing children in their underwear,
ti

swimsuits, etc. from either commercial
sources or family albums; pictures of
children playing in nonnal settings, in
which the context or organization of

2

·,

pictures by the collector indicates

'

inappropriateness.
Pictures of naked, or semi-naked

Nudist

children in appropriate nudist settings,
and from legitimate sources.
3

Erotica,'.

Surreptitiously taken photographs of
children in play areas or other safe
environments showing either underwear

;

Jr

or varying degrees of nakedness.

1.

f;

Posing·

Deliberately posed pictures of fully,

'

partially clothed or naked (where the

'

amount, context and organization
suggests sexual interest).
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5

Deliberately posed pictures of fully,

Erotic rosing

pa1iially clothed or naked children in
sexualized or provocative poses.
6

Explicit Erotic

Emphasizing genital areas where the

Posing

child is either naked, partially, or fully
clothed.

7

Explicit Sexual

Involves touching, mutual and self-

Activity

masturbation. Oral sex and intercourse
by child, not involving an adult.

8

Assault

Pictures of children being subject to a
sexual assault, involving digital
touching, involving an adult.

9

Gross 1-1.ssault

Grossly obscene pictures of sexual
assault involving penetrative sex,
masturbation, or oral sex involving an
adult.

10

Sadistic/Bestiality

Pictures showing a child being tied,
bound, beaten, whipped or otherwise
subjected to something that implies

'

pam.
Pictures where an animal is involved in

�

some fom1 of sexual behavior with a
child.
Taylor (2001)
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We will discuss and analyze the findings ofthe CO PINE project and our
experiential data regarding ci1ild pornography images, their classifications in more detail
later in this document.

Historical Perspecth e of Child Pornography
1

According the DSM IV, Pedeophilia is the sexual attraction of adults to
prepubescent boys or girls. Pederasty is the sexual relationship between an adult male and
a pubescing boy. American Psychiatric Association (1994) Webster's New Collegiate
Dictionaiy contains a good lhperson 's definition for pedophilia: "sexual perversion in
which children are the preferred sexual object." For the purposes oflaw enforcement and
this document the tern1 "pedophile" will be considered a significantly older individual
who prefers to have sex with individuals legally considered children. Pedophiles are
individuals whose erotic imagery and sexual fantasies focus on children. They do not
settle for child victims, but in fact, clearly prefer to have sex with children. Technically
pedophilia is a psychiatric diagnosis that can be made only by qualified psychologists or
psychrntrists.
The sexual exploitation of children has a long history. Historians tell us that it was
common practice in the Greek, Roman and European cultures for children to be the
object ofsexual pleasure and desire. Historically, in ancient Greece, pederasty was an
integral part of the mentoring of an adolescent by an adult. The usual explanation given
for the pederastic sex act as 1fart of Greek education is that the Greeks believed that the
I

semen of the older man transported his power and virility to the younger one,
strengthening him. The most imp01iant part ofthe mentorship by an influential older man
for the youth was the aspect ofsocial networking, thus it was considered desirable to
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have had many older lovers I mentors in younger years, both attesting ones physical
beauty and paving the way for attaining important positions in society. Even after their
sexual relationship had ended and the young man had married, the older man and his
protege would remain on close tenns throughout their life. (Wikipedia, 2004)
In Roman times, pederasty lost its status as a vital part of education and was
instead recognized as an activity primarily driven by one's sexual desires. The dawn of
Ch1istianity meant that pederasty became socially unacceptable. Reality of course was a
different matter---especially 111 monaste1ies pederastic and other types of sexuality were
quite prominent. (Wikipedia;2004)
The renaissance not o,nly revived the Roman and Greek a1i and literature, but the
more open social climate. Bmh Shakespear's sonnets and Marlowe's poetry, among
others, revolve around andro!:,Y110US beauties that seem to lie somewhere between boyish
and girlish in looks and demeanor. Perhaps this special kind of beauty can be attiibuted to
the boy actors, young boys who played all the female parts on the stage at the time.
In the 19th Century, thb gradual discovery of the sites of antiquity in Italy and
Greece fueled a new interest, ,if not almost a hysteria, in these old civilizations,
particularly in Great Britan and Ge1111any. Accordingly, pederastic relationships again
became en vogue in the life and work of a1iists, for example in poetry (Walt Whitman,
Johann Wolfgang von Goethe i Oscar Wilde), aii (Henry Scott Tuke), and photography
(Wilhelm von Gloeden).
The end of the 19th century, marked by the trial against Oscar Wilde, more or less
brought the end for the social acceptance of pederasty.
Starting in the l 960's, !{he
gay liberation movement made progress in having the
I
laws against homosexual sex lifted that had existed in several counhies. Also as part of
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the sexual revolution, the legal age of consent was lowered somewhat and usually set
equal for heterosexual and homosexual sex. Today, pedeophillic and pederastic
relationships have a difficult., somewhat polarized social status. Wikipedia (2004)

Noted poet, Walt Whitman had well documented relationships with youngsters.
Walt Whitman was 65

years old in 1884 when he began his

relationship with the

12-year-old William Duckett. They parted

company in 1889, when

Duckett was 18-years-of age. North

American Man/Boy

Love association and Shively (2003)

Whitman and Duckett
j

CmTently, an individual with Internet access can have access to child
pornography. The sheer volume and ease of access of the contraband material is
overwhelming. Literally, hunclreds upon hundreds of thousands of images and videos are
catalogued and available to tlie seeker, with ample resources available to mentor in
technique. The current ease o'f acquisition, the sheer volume of available materials on the
Internet, aggressive marketing and the perceived impunity in which the industry operates
has attracted our attention. Historically, child sexual exploitation and its associated
behavior manifestations (pom'ography, erotica) has been ignored and overlooked by our
cultures.
The proliferance of the material in the global Internet marketplace has attracted
our attention to (and acknowledgement of the existence of) child pornography.
Researchers find well over onJ: billion global Internet users, with over 185 million
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Internet users in the United States, as of December 31, 2005. The data chat below
demonstrates astonishing gr6wth rates of 300 to 400 percent in Africa, Latin America and
the Middle East and reflects a global penetration of over 15.7% of the earih's population.

WORLD INTERNET USAGE AND POPULATION STATlSTICS
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The United States Df:tpartment of Justice's Office for victims of C1;me estimates
that there were 10 million children
online in 2001. They further note that there will be 77
'
million children online in 20b5. National Center for Missing and Exploited Children
(2004) state that; "Contrary tD popular belief, child pornography was not invented in the
1960s when there was the fost contemporary upsurge in public availability. Nor was it an
invention to be associated wi'.th the development of photography. Child pornography (like
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different fonns, using whatever the contemporary media of the time were". Taylor and
Quayle (2003, p. 19)
Tate, observes, "Chilp pornography and the invention of photography go hand in
hand". Tate (1990) It has be�m reported that in the earliest days of photography, "picture
postcards" were produced depicting young children in various stages of nudity and
distributed amongst the "elite and enlightened" of European society. Edwards
demonstrated the use of pho!ography to produce child pornography as early as the 1840s.
A man named J.T. With produced an album of erotic photographs of young children
(nude and semi-nude girls) featuring the images from photographers such as Oscar
Gustav Rejlander. He also points to a London police raid on the studio of photographer,
Henry Hayler in 1874. Police confiscated over 13,000 images of children that were
considered indecent. Edwards ( 1994)
During the late 1960s and early 1970s child pornography was readily available in
magazine and video formats. The majority of the materials were manufactured overseas
and were relatively easy to al:.quire due to liberal views regarding pornography and lax
law enforcement efforts. The U.S. Customs Service and the U.S. Postal Service began a
very successful and aggressi¥e campaign against the importation and possession of the
contraband mateiials in the 1 ?70s and 1980s. Their efforts seemed to close the supply
routes and limit the wide scale distribution that allows profitability for the manufacturer.
It would appear that a specifi� occurrence, on a specific date can be pointed to as a
"touchstone" in the escalation of public anxiety regarding child sexual exploitation, more
specifically; child pornography. On August 27, 2001 a six-year-old girl, named Thea
Pumbroek died of a cocaine overdose in a cold bathroom of a room in the Holiday Inn
hotel, Amsterdam. The child,:Thea, was there participating in a "photographic session".
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This highly publicized event seemed to be the lightening rod needed to shock the
conscience of the Western world into recognizing the existence of and establishing
legitimate regulations agains1 child pornography.
This writer became i1tvolved in the arena of child sexual exploitation, more
specifically, the establishme1it of Operation Blue Ridge Thunder in 1997. Since our
program inception, we have �eized/collected approximately 1,000,000 images, tens of
thousands of digital videos, thousands of magnetic videos and hundreds of books and
magazines containing child pornography. It has been my experience that there is a
defini�.� trend associated with. the child pornography mate1ials we have been associated
with. In our initial investigations, the majo1ity of our materials stemmed from the Orient,
Amsterdam, or from a very popular series of movies named "Lolita". Tate (1990)
suggested that a minimum of 36 ten-minute movies and associated stills, were produced
under this title between 1971 <lnd 1979. The "Lolita" films were made by a company
named Color Climax of Copenhagen and featured young girls (7 - 11) being sexually
abused by men and occasional_ly by women and other children. Today, the "Lolita"
movies and associated still images are available and highly sought after, in fact the name
is a moniker used by pedophi)i;!s to identify interests.
Tate (l 990)in his wor� identifies an individual named Willy Straus as "perhaps
the major producer of child pornography magazines". Tate (1990) goes on to suggest that
Straus published more than 1,500 child pornography magazines with titles such as
Bambina Sex, Anna and Her Father and Lolita Sex. These publications were most
specific in their preference and only featured pictures of young girls being sexually
assaulted. The images found in these publications seemed to come from various sources,
as the magazine editors would request images from its readers to be highlighted in future
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issues. Parents, abusers and other profiteers would submit images for display. The sale
and publication of ones abuse image served to validate and establish ones position in the
hierarchy of the associated su.bculture. One such respondent was an individual named
Joseph Francis Henry. Mr. Henry testified to the Pe1manent Subcommittee on
l

Governmental Affairs befor�,the United States Senate, Ninety-Ninth Congress, February
21, 1985. He admitted that hf' was involved in the sexual abuse of twenty-two young
girls. In his testimony he states that; "Various motels and homes of two men were used as
locations for the molestation. The children were also photographed during sessions with
the men. Although I did not participate in this, one of the men, I cant be sure which,
apparently sold photos to the Dutch child porn magazine Lolita because in the Lolita
issues 29, 30 and 31, there were shots of Tammy and Yvonne in various explicit poses".
Taylor and Quayle (2003)
These initial works of child pornography seemed to provide the core of mate1ials
available through the 1980s. Technological advances, most specifically; the Internet,
personal computers and digit�! photography have provided a huge shift in materials.
Previously unavailable Lolita.images are readily available in enhanced forms and sets.
This technology has allowed j'.ew child pornography mate1ials to be produced cheaper,
more profitably and distribut�9 on a daily basis, with a reduced risk of detection, this
translates into increased child,victimization .
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Contemporary Child Pornography
The amount of Child Pornography and the depth of its victimization that is
cmTently available is not understandable for most in our society. Although facts and
figures can provide a simple framework of the issue, it does little to provide a true scale
of the enonnity of the cross- �ultural societal problem. For example;
,.

•

In November of 200� Investigators of the Bedford County Sheriffs Office
'

1,

Operation Blue Ridge Thunder, arrested a sixteen-year-old boy for possession of child
Pornography. The young ma;1 was found to be in possession of over 150,000 images of
explicit child pornography and had been utilizing his library as an Internet business.

o

In September of 2002 Investigators arrest a man for possession, manufacturing

and distributing child pornography. Du1ing the search subsequent to aITest thousands of
child pornography images, videos, books, magazines and paraphernalia were seized.

0

In February of 2004 I!westigators arrest a college student who is in possession of

a vast collection of images f rom his computer. Many of these images depict acts of
sado/masochistic and violent. behaviors ( commonly referred to as "fisting and scat") that
shocked the conscience of Ottr community.

\'
o

In July of 2004, Investigators arrest a twenty-two year old man. The man serves

as the computer network administrator for a university in Virginia. During the
investigation thousands of images and videos of child pornography, child incest and child
rape were discovered. The suspect advises Investigators that his favorite video in his
collection was of the youngest victim. The video captured the images and sounds of a
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pedophile removing a baby's diaper, and then raping the baby. Dming the interview, the
suspect advised Investigators that he would masturbate while viewing his collection of
child pornography, many tinies while at work in his office. He went on to explain that he
preferred videos with sound 1�o photos, as he was then able to listen to the screams of the
children while they were being raped.

e

German police seizeq more than 120,000 pictures of children being sexually

abused and anested a 52-yea'r-old man, in what may be one of their biggest hauls of child
pornography. "Every picture;was a different image of a child being sexually abused," a
police spokesman in the western city of Speyer said. The ages of the children ranged
from under two years to early teens. (Reuters 2004)

e

A man was being held without bond on federal child pornography charges after

agents said they seized imagc:s from his home showing him performing sex acts on a 2month-old girl. U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement agents said the girl is one of
the youngest sexual assault v�ctims they have ever encountered. Investigative agents said
they found explicit video imr'ges showing him engaging in sex acts with the infant, who
is now 8 months old. The sus:pect is alleged to have distiibuted the images over the
Internet, where they were recovered during a child pornography investigation in Detroit.
The agents said they traced the images to his e-mail. (Associated Press World Stream
2004)

•

Spanky, a clown with the renowned Ringling Brothers and Barnum & Bailey

Circus was anested on charges stemming from a child pornography investigation, law
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enforcement officials said Ti1esday. Spanky, whose real name is Thomas Allen Riccio,
23, of Jacksonville, Florida, inade an initial state court appearance Monday in
Fayetteville, North Carolina,, where he was traveling with the circus. Officials advise that
He faces 10 counts of third d'egree sexual exploitation of a minor (CNN).

•

A convicted sex offei1der allegedly recorded his wife engaging in sex acts with

her two young sons and posted the images on the Internet, authorities said Wednesday.
The alleged abuse happened .on multiple occasions between Jan. 1, 2003 and Sept. 11,
�

2003,. according to the crimi�ial complaint. Ten-i Anderson, 28, is accused of perfonning
oral sex on her sons from a previous man-iage, who were under age 7 at the time, Rydalch
said. The boys also were dep�cted perfonning oral sex and simulating intercourse with
their mother, according to the criminal complaint. Under questioning by FBI
investigators, TeITi Anderson said she had sexual contact with the boys to please her
husband, who came up with the idea, special agent Howard Martinez said in a deposition.
Keith Anderson, 46, was convicted in 1997 of child abuse and had registered with the
state as a sex offender, according to a state Web site (Henetz).

0

TORONTO - Michael Briere was a software programmer with no criminal record

when he watched child pornography one drizzly evening in May 2003 - and within
minutes, he'd snatched a 10-year-old girl from the street and then sexually assaulted,
strangled and dismembered lter in a crime he described as "cruel, inhuman and
I
nightmaiish." Briere, 36, ple9ded guilty Thursday to first-degree murder in the sex
slaying of Holly Jones. His plea came a year after DNA evidence from a soda-pop can he
tossed into a street side recycling bin almost a month after Holly's abduction linked him
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to the murder of the cheerful schoolgirl who lived just blocks from his home. The
Montreal native wept in comt as he apologized for acting out on what was described as
his "dark secret" - his fantasy to have sex with a child (Habib).

•

A federal jury in Minneapolis has convicted a fonnerly licensed social worker and

professional counselor on child pornography charges. Donald Leonard Keys, 59, of St.
Paul, was convicted ... Keys_was working as a crisis counselor for a teen suicide hot line
at the time of the offense. Keys met his 16-year-old victim in an Internet chat room where
he was pretending to be a yol!,ng, attractive homosexual male. (McCain)

"

TACOMA, Washington - A man who apparently photographed himself raping a

5-year-old boy has been convicted of 71 sex crimes, including child rape, molestation,
exploitation, assault and pos�ession of child pornography. Among the hundreds of
photos of children being raped, exploited and tortured that were presented in court were
some showing Grenning's face as he raped a boy whose mother said the verdict would
give some relief to her son, now 7. "I tell him every night, 'He's not going to hurt you,"'
the woman said. Among the .1,;rimes of which Grenning was convicted, the jury found he
raped, molested, exploited and assaulted that boy, whom he baby-sat in 2001 and 2002,
and another, now 9, whom he took camping in 2001(Associated Press World Stream).
o

PORTSMOUTH, Va.:·_ An elementary educator who taught classes until last year

was charged with having ima�es of nude youths and using his computer to solicit
children. It was not clear if ar;,y alleged victims had been students of Kelly Karl Bowen,
30 (Associated press Online))
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I.

o

Columbia, S.C.-Brown, 42, and her husband, Mark Ellis Brown, 37, were charged

after officers found a video tape they say shows Mark Brown having sex with a 2- to 4year-old girl while Jackie Brown watches. Jackie Brown was apparently babysitting the
little girl when the alleged i�cident happened (Associated Press Online).

•

WARSAW, Poland -·A prominent Polish child psychologist who is widely known

for his books offe1ing advice on raising children has confessed to sexually abusing
minors, prosecutors said Wednesday. Andrzej Samson, who built a reputation offering
advice in books, newspapers and magazines, and has served as a comi expert in
pedophilia cases, was detaine_d June 28 after police grew suspicious that he was linked to
pornographic photographs discovered in a garbage dump outside his Warsaw home.
Prosecutor Anna Marcinkow!,ka told The Associated Press that Samson, 56, has
"admitted to the charges presented to him by the prosecutor's office." She would say only
that "those who were hmi were children."

Another prosecutor, Alina Janczarska, told

Poland's PAP news agency that Samson had confessed to charges of repeated sexual acts
with a child under 15, possessing materials depicting children in sexual acts and making
pomo;sraphic materials availible to children (Gera).

o

A suspended federal �ir marshal arrested on child pornography charges was held

without bail yesterday after a federal prosecutor said that one of the pictures seized from
his home showed him engagi!1g in sex with an adolescent boy, and that he is under
investigation for possible chil<;i molestation in Texas (Kessler).
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Child Pornography Trends
The expe1ience of Operation Blue Ridge Thunder, the National Center for
Missing and Exploited Chikren, the COPINE Project and the Internet Crimes Against
Children Task Forces is that•we have seen a shift in the origination of images available on
the Internet. There seems to be a growing involvement in children from third world
countries. Taylor and Quayle (2003) point out that Thailand, the Philippines, India and
South America are all locations that Child pornography is stemming. Most notably
however, is the influx of materials from Eastern Europe. One expert "estimates that
approximately 70% of contei:nporary child pornography can find its sources in Eastern
European Countries". This :paradigm shift can be explained in two manners. The first is
the apparent capitalization of the Soviet States. As we will explore in later chapters in this
document, there is much greater profit and reduced risk of detection in the distiibution of
child pornography than in traditional organized crime offences like narcotics trafficking,
etc. In fact, the industry has been "quasi-legitimized" by utilizing credit cards in the
financial transactions! Secondly, is the simple fact of supply and demand. Anecdotal
information gleaned from huridreds of interviews conducted by investigators participating
in the Internet Crimes Against Children Task Forces coincides with the findings from the
COPINE project. Experience ·shows that collectors of child pornography show a
preference for thin, fair children, where genitalia are clearly visible and where there are
no secondary sexual characteristics. Taylor and Quayle (2003)
Previously in this chapter, we presented an analysis tool, or grading system that
was utilized by the COPINE project, it was titled: Taxonomy of different kinds of child
pornography. As discussed, the classification system was developed by Mr. Taylor during
his research on the topic and was developed as a unique grading system to facilitate the
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project. As Taylor noted in \is research, victimization is the central theme of child
pornography. Whether the in1age was accidental or deliberate, the child was victimized
and continues to be so each time the image is viewed. Therefore, victimization must be
the central theme when analyzing image content and developing appropriate descriptive
categories. Taylor (2001) The COPINE Project's core was their clandestine infiltration of
several Internet Newsgroups: that were specific to those interested in child pornography.
(This research was conducted and accomplished under the guidance and supervision of
judicial and educational authorities and review, employing the highest of ethical
standards and safeguards.) o·nce fi1mly established in the sub-culture, researchers began
collecting, cataloging and analyzing the images being sold and traded and interacting
within the groups. A wealth of information and intelligence was gathered regarding
victimization, materials and the methods employed. The COPINE researchers collected
over 150,000 images and over 400 videos of child pornography and found;
More than half of the materir-! collected was of females. The pictures of girls that were
categorized as level 7 or abo\·e, about 7% were new images. Pictures of boys that are
categorized as 7 or above, about 26% were new images. In the new pictures, 40% of the
girls and over 50% of the boys are between the ages of9 and 12, the rest being younger.
The vast majority of the children (both sexes) depicted in new images, category 7 and
higher, are white Caucasians; Lieutenant Michael Hannony leads the investigative staff

'

of Operation Blue Ridge Thunder, an Internet Crimes Against Children Task force.
Hannony and his investigato1:s have been associated with hundreds of thousands of
images of child pornography ., They confim1 that the overwhelming majority are female,
with roughly 85% Caucasian.and 15% other.
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Asiatic children were more li.kely to appear in posed images (level 5 & 6). There is a
marked absence of Black cl:�ldren in any of the age groups, with no evidence to show
why this should be the case.;
COPINE researchers::n oticed a marked increase in the numbers of new images
(level 7 & higher) each month. Evidence indicates that the age of the child victims is
getting progressively youngu in the new materials; especially females (see comments
below). Researchers noted a sharp increase in the "domestic production" of the images
(family rooms, bedrooms, et�.).
COPINE researchers ·detennined that "collectors demonstrated a marked
preference for thin, fair children, where genitalia are clearly visible and where there are
no secondary sexual characteristics". Taylor and Quayle (2003)
A recent study by the Crimes Against Children Research Center at the University
of New Hampshire focused on Internet Sex Crimes Against Children. Researchers
gathered data from law enforcement agencies that are active in investigating these cases.
The study reported that the cJiuld pornography seized as evidence by law enforcement
during their investigations was comprised of: The child pornography Images depicted;
•

Genitals or Explicit s:.�xual Activity 92%
Penetration of a Minor 80%

o

Sexual Contact Between an Adult and a Minor 71 %

o

Violence 21 %
The National Center �l')r Missing and Exploited Children, based in Alexandria,

Virginia is the federally funded and mandated administrator of the CyberTipline. Law
enforcement and citizens are able to contact the CyberTipline and report child
victimization (www.cybertipline.com, 1-800-843-5678).
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On February 09, 2004, the National Center for Missing and Exploited Children's
president and Ceo, Mr. Ernie Allen advised that the CyberTipline repo1is were at an all
time high, a total of over 20(),000 since the program inception, reflecting a 750% increase
of reports. These repo1is include incidents of child molestation, child pornography, child
prostitution, online enticemrnt of children, child sex tourism, and unsolicited obscene
material sent to a child and the federally mandated reports of child pornography from
Internet Service providers. Mr. Allen advises, "This dramatic increase clearly

..

demonstrates that child sexual exploitation is a major problem in the U.S. and around the
world". He went on to explai_n that," The rapid growth of sexually abusive images of
children can be attributed to the ever-increasing number of users on the Internet, more
affordable technology, and a Federal law requiring ISP's to repo1i all incidents of child
pornography on their system to the National Center". (PR Newswire)

Statistics for CyberTipline's Five-Year History

Year

!•

Tips

Increase

4,573

1998
•.

9,673

111.5%

19,276

99.3%

2001

24,460

26.9%

2002

43,097

76.2%

2003

81,987

90.2%

1999
2000

'·
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Michelle Collins, D;rector of Child Exploitation Unit of the National Center for
Missing and Exploited Chilcl::·en states, "We see tens of thousand of images. Currently, in
the images we are seeing the victims younger and more egregious. Some images have
been as young as the victim being sexually assaulted while still in the hospital nursery,
you can still see the urnbilic�l cord swollen and attached". Statements such as these, and
the findings from the COPTJ\ E project are reinforced by the anecdotal experiences of
hundreds ofinvestigators thrit are involved in these cases on a daily basis. Personally and
professionally I am grieved at the level of victimization and the hypocritical manner in
which our society "protects our children".
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Chapter 4

How is Child. Pornography Used by offenders?

From 1997 to date, I have supervised Operation Blue Ridge Thunder (BRT), an
Internet Crimes Against Chil<lren Task Force. My team of Investigators has had the
opportunity to perfect over 2,900 cases against those that would do hann to children.
Based on my experience, and that oflnvestigators from BRT and our colleagues in the 43
other task forces across the nation, I can unequivocally say that Pedophiles collect child
pornography, and collect it in vast quantities. They seem to have a voracious appetite for
the acquisition of the contrab:.md materials. During our investigations, it is not uncommon
to uncover thousands upon thousands of images, videos, books, etc. all containing child
pornography. In a recent stuc(v titled Internet Sex Crimes against Minors: the Response of
Law E,?forcement the authors pointed to more than 2,500 arrests for such crimes from
July 1, 2002 through June 30, . .2001. Alanningly, the study showed that 40 % of anested
offenders were involved in cr.iminal relationships with actual children. A qua1ier of the
anests came from undercovei operations in which agents, posing as minors, on the
Internet, were themselves solicited for sexual acts. National Center for Missing and
Exploited Children (2003) The pedophiles appetite and the aggressive manner in which
the child pornography is collected, coupled with the overwhelming linkage to
victimization of actual childre11 gives professionals and parents cause for concern. The
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question at hand is, "How is Child Pornography Used by offenders?" Research,
experience and interviews show that pedophiles collect child pornography for several
reasons. Let us examine some of the reasons:
Seek fuel for Fantasies- the very nature of the preferential offender is that of fantasy
fulfillment. Collecting this material may help them satisfy, deal with, or reinforce their
compulsive, persistent sexual_ fantasies. The offender can also access the materials and
relive the actual events or far,i_tasize regarding future victims.
!'
i

Validation- Many preferenti�l sex offenders and those that may be experimentally
curious read and collect coll�gial, academic and scientific books and articles on the
nature of their paraphilic preferences in an effort to understand and perhaps justify their
own behavior. They receive both passive and active validation from the materials they
read and collect which serve� as a social consolidation mechanism. Quite frankly, a
preferential offender may be wrestling with the fact that he is sexually attracted to
children and is successfully suppressing his desires to act out against a child. However,
when he is able to readily ac�ess, view, collect and develop colleagues that share the
same interests and perhaps even experiences, he is now validated. Via the Internet,
preferential offenders are provided support, encouragement, advice, resources and
materials that all serve to validate and nonnalize the sexual exploitation of children and
to avoid detection. Durkin and Bryant (1999), concluded from their study that "there is
the distinct possibility that so·p1e individuals will develop, refine, or act on pedophiliac
inclinations because of their Gxposure to this medium. Participation in such a computer
group may also make pedophiles less amenable to treatment and less sensitive to
punishment.
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Sexual arousal- Child pornography and erotica are used for the sexual arousal and
gratification of pedophiles. They use child pornography the same way other people use
adult pornography-to feed sexual fantasies. Some pedophiles only collect and fantasize
about the material without acting out the fantasies, but for others the arousal and fantasy
fueled by the pornography is only a prelude to actual sexual activity with children.
Lure and groom victims- A child who is reluctant to engage in sexual activity with an
adult or pose for sexually explicit photographs can sometimes be convinced by viewing
other children having "fun" participating in the activity. Peer pressure can have a
tremendous effect on childreii.
' Adult pornography is also used, particularly with
adolescent boy victims, to arouse them or lower inhibitions. Lieutenant Mike Ham1ony,
supervisor of the Internet C1imes Against Children Task Force, Blue Ridge Thunder
advises that, "The investigators that work undercover in the unit are constantly
bombarded by this material. The predators use the material to legitimize the activities
and, almost 'shame' their intended victim into participating".
Blackmail- once the predator establishes a relationship with the victim, they immediately
lead the relationship into tha(of a sexual tone. The pedophile already will initiate
conversations, exchange pictt res, recount stories and delve into fantasy/secrets with the
victim. Once the predator has·this infom1ation he feels that he is now operating from a
position of power and control. Pedophiles will then use many techniques to blackmail the
child to participate in desired �ehaviors. The threat of disclosure of secret infonnation,
meetings and pictures to pareBts, authorities and peers is a most effective silencer and
motivator. Internet Crimes Against Children Investigators have investigated scores of
such cases. The majority of the children were those that we would view as being good
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solid children of sound structured families that have been blackmailed into victimization
due to their communications, disclosures and/or activities.
Medium of exchange- some pedophiles exchange images of children for other images or
access to contact infornrntion of other children. The quality and theme of the material will
detennine its value as an exchange medium. The younger the child and more bizan-e the
acts, the greater the value of the pornography and it's associate exchange value.
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Chapter 5

Understanding The Offender

A recent study by the Crimes Against Children Research Center at the University
of New Hampshire provides a snapshot of the demographics of those a1Tested. According
to the study, the profile of an�offender that has been arrested for sexually exploiting
children via the Internet is SUfh; the offender will be Male (99%), White (92%), twenty
six years of age and older (86%), Acted alone (97%) and was found to be in possession of
child pornography (67%). (Finkelhor, Wolak, & Mitchel, Nov.2003)
Let us conside_r adult sexual interest in children. For the vast majority of
society, it is simply unfathomable for adults to be sexually attracted to children. In
fact, when an adult is jn an "amorous mood", a child is a nuisance at best! During
a training session on this topic, I asked the classroom of police investigators the
rhetorical question, "what would a child have to do to be sexually attractive to
you?" One clever Investigator replied immediately, "Grow up!" As discussed in
previous sections of this document, the sexual interest and contact between adults
and children has been observed and documented over throughout history, and
such accounts would suggest varying degrees of social acceptance (McConaghy
(1998)). The concept of child sexual abuse being a social problem is relatively
new phenomenon. It �ained legs during the victimization awareness era of the
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1960's and l 970's along with domestic violence. Once identified as a social
problem, Academes gnd social scientists have entered the arena with a
proliferation studies and research on the topic. In my estimation, two important
themes seemed to have emerged thus far. The first being, that the adult is the
perpetrator and the child is the victim. This may sound pedestrian, but actually is
a paradigm shift in how we view the child victims. In the early part of the 1900s,
most psychoanalytic writers maintained steadfastly that sexual abuse was the fault
of the child, not the adult. Furthennore, the abuse occurred because aggressive
children"seduced" innocent men. Dr. Karl Abraham wrote an ariicle; "The
Experiencing of Sexual Traumas as a Form o_f Sexual Activity". In this document,
he puts forth that"in a great number of cases the trauma was desired by the child
unconsciously, and w,e have to recognize it as a fo1111 of infantile sexual activity".
Abraham (1927) His reasoning was that"in all of them the trauma could have
been prevented. The children could have called for help, nm away or offered
resistance instead of yielding to the seduction". Abraham (1927) Furiher into his
writings, Abraham ( 1927) describes a situation in which a neighbor entices a 9year-old girl into the woods and attempts to rape her. During the violent sexual
assault, the victim did cry for help, run away and offered resistance. In fact, she
resisted enough to actually escape her attacker. Abraham's response was that the
child" had allowed herself to be seduced. She followed the neighbor into the
woods and allowed him to go a long way in carrying out his purpose before she
freed herself from him and ran off. It is not to be wondered that this child kept the
occurrence secret". (Abraham (1927)) One may dismiss these views as extremist,
to be discounted. However, the position seems to be echoed by others. Dr.
,.
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Lauretta Bender writing about adult/child sexual relationships, that children
de1ive "fundamental satisfaction from the relationship". She goes on to state that
they do not completely deserve the cloak of innocence with which they have been
endowed". Bender then asks her readers to consider that the child was "the actual
seducer rather than the one being seduced". (Bender and Blau 1937) Weiner
speaks to this "victim transference" mentality (1962) in the research he conducted
on Father-Daughter incest and reported, "the absence of any complaints on the
pm1 of the daughters indicates that these girls were nor merely helpless victims of
their fathers needs bu't were gratified by the relationship, if not .....active initiators
of it". We can easily object these earlier theories in light of our "enlightened"
times and strides regarding victimization. However, just as we are relaxed in our
bastion of enlightennient, we are jostled by reality.
Please consider the legal defense filed on behalf of Cardinal Bernard Law
in Boston, 2002. The defense claimed that "negligence" on the pa11 of the 6-year
old boy and his paren,ts contributed to the fact that the priest sexually assaulted the
child. Associated Press (2002) The Second theme to be derived is that child
sexual exploitation is widespread. Finkelhor (1994) asserts that "In every locale
where it has been sou'ght, researchers have demonstrated its existence at levels
high enough to be detected through surveys of a few hundred adults in the general
population".
Pedophiles do exist and children are victimized. Offenders do not molest
because they are "magically bewitched" by aggressive and seductive children, nor
is it to be blamed on Mothers, alcohol/drugs, or stress. The offenders are not in
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love and trapped in an evil cl�ronological battle in which age is not relevant. You see, age
is relevant and exactly the pqint.
Let us consider once again the definition of pedophilia. The Diagnostic and
Statistical Manual ofMentalDisorders, 4th edition, pedophilia is classified as a
paraphilia, one of the psychosexual disorders. It is impo1iant to understand that the DSM
IV-TR diagnostic criteria for pedophilia require that there be recurrent, intense, and
sexualJy arousing fantasies, urges, or behaviors involving prepubescent children,
generally age 13 or younger. More specifically; hebephiliac (female youth), ephebophilia
(male youth), infantilism (baby), exclusive (those that have no sexual attraction and will
not engage in sexual encounters outside of their interest), non-exclusive (those that will
engage in sexual encounters outside of their interest area). (American Psychiatric
Association 1994) Webster's New Collegiate Dictionary contains a good layperson's
definition for pedophilia: "sexual perversion in which children are the preferred sexual
object." For the purposes oflrlw enforcement and this document the tem1 "pedophile"
will be considered a signific�i:itly older individual who prefers to have sex with
individuals legally considered children. Pedophiles are individuals whose erotic imagery
and sexual fantasies focus on children. They do not settle for child victims, but in fact,
clearly prefer to have sex with children. Technically, pedophilia is a psychiat1ic diagnosis
that can be made only by qualified psychologists or psychiatrists.

: Types of Offenders
Adults who engage id sexual activity with children, or possess such a sexual
orientation, are considered to, be among the most serious deviants in our society. Such
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sexually exploitative contactwith children is illegal everywhere in the United States
McCaghy and Capron (1994).. Janus observed that Pedophiles, unlike some other
varieties of deviants, enjoy a!most no social support. None of the 2,753 respondents to a
recent national survey indicated that they believed it was "nonnal", or "all right" for
adults to have sexual contact with children Janus and Janus (1993). The prospect of
adults engaging in sexual acqvity with children "inspires an innate disgust in most
people" Finkelhor (1979). Pe_dophiles are "considered to be among the most degenerate
of all deviants" Bryant (1982). In prison, "pedophiles occupy the lowest rung of the
inmate social system" Heitzeig (1996). This especially loud and strong societal
condemnation of pedophilia raises an important sociological question: How do
pedophiles manage such a disvalued social identity and logistically, how do they survive?
I put forth that either our "noisy disavowal" of the sexual exploitation of children is either
Hippocratic, or the offenders are extremely covert. Let us examine further.
Richard Lanyon (1986) puts fmih that pedophiles can be described as those that
are situational and preferential in nature. He further explains that a situational offender is
one that does not have a truel:exual preference for children. However, the situational
offender will victimize a child if the child is vulnerable and available. In contrast, the
preferential offender has a true sexual preference for children. I put forth that there is an
additional category of offend fr, the financial offender.
Situational offenders �11ost frequently victimize the children that are the most
available and they have easiest access to. Teenagers are the most high-risk, viable sexual
targets. The University Of New Hampshire, in cooperation with the National Center for
Missing and Exploited Children conduct an online victimization study in 1999. The study
was based on a sample of 1501 children, aged 10 to 17, who regularly used the Internet.
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The study revealed, among other things that, in the prior year, 1 in 4 teenagers surveyed
had an unwanted exposure to. pictures of naked people, or people having sex. About 1 in
5 surveyed received a sexual solicitation or approach over the Internet. The surveyed
teenagers repo1ied that some;of the solicitors were very aggressive and asked to meet
them, called on the telephone:, sent mail, money, or gifts. Alarmingly, only about one
quarter of the youth who enc ..rnntered a sexual solicitation told a parent, and less than
10% of sexual solicitations a!1d less than 3% of unwanted sexual exposures were reported
to authorities. (National Center for Missing and Exploited Children 2003)
Younger children ma; also be targeted because they are weak, vulnerable, or
available. Others use childrei;i as substitutes for prefened adults. Preferential offenders
tend to be more intelligent aiid generally from higher socioeconomic groups. This
behavior is often persistent and compulsive and is p1imaiily fantasy-driven. Their erotic
imagery creates and repeated fantasy over time then fuels the needs. They are more likely
to consider these needs rathei: than the risks involved and therefore make "needy"
mistakes that often seem almost stupid. This is the investigators greatest asset. When they
collect pornography and rela�ed paraphernalia, it usually is focused on the themes of their
paraphilic references. Their fµntasy-driven behavior tends to focus not only on general
::

victim characteristics and the\r entitlement to sex, but also on their paraphilic preferences
including specific victim preterences. Their criminal sexual behavior is rooted in their
sexual fantasies and need to t).lrn fantasy into reality.
Through research in the late l 980's, Abel (1987) and his colleagues conducted
voluntary studies of sex offenders that examined all of the offences they had committed .
The studies were designed to,protect the anonymity and confidentiality of the
respondents. The results of the study were stunning. Two hundred and thirty two child
:-
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molesters admitted to having attempted more than fifty five thousand incidents of
molestation. They claimed to, have been successful in thi1iy eight thousand incidents and
repo1ied they had more than seventeen thousand victims. Men who molested out of home
female victims averaged tweaty victims. Men who victimized out of home male children
averaged one hundred child yictims each.(Abel, 1987)
This is one explanati�,n for the high number of victims, as these behaviors are
rooted in fantasy fulfillmen\Their verbal skills are usually high, and they are less likely
to use physical violence to control victims. In my experience and that of Dr. Salter,
preferential-type sex offenders are more likely to view, be aroused by, and collect theme
pornography. Dr. Anna C. Salter states in her book "Predators, Pedophiles, Rapists and
other Sex Offenders", that "What is different about child molesters is only this: They
have sex with children. They molest them for a variety of reasons that may leave no
telltale signs in their public behavior". Dr. Anna Salter (2003)

Situational-Type Offenders
The situational-type child molester does not usually have compulsive-paraphilic
sexual preferences including a preference for children. He may, however, engage in sex
with children for varied and sometimes complex reasons.
Regressed - Such an offendtfr usually has low self-esteem and poor coping skills; he
l

turns to children as a sexual substitute for the prefeITed-peer sex partner.
Morally Indiscriminate- For �his offender the sexual victimization of children is simply
paii of a general pattern of abuse in his life. He is a user and abuser of people. He molests
children for a simple reason-"Why not?" His primary victim criteria are vulnerability
and opportunity.
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Inadequate - This pattern of behavior is difficult to precisely define and includes those
suffering from psychoses, ec:�entiic personality disorders, mental retardation, and
senility. In layperson's terms he is the social misfit, the withdrawn, and the unusual. He
might be the shy teenager who has no friends of his own age or eccentric loner who still
lives with his parents. Altho{1gh most such individuals are harmless, some can be child
molesters and, in a few cases,, even child killers. This offender seems to become sexually
involved with children out o.:· insecurity or cuiiosity. He finds children to be non
r
threatening objects with which he can explore his sexual interests. Kenneth V. Lanning
(2001)

Preferential Type Offenders
Preferential-type child molesters have definite sexual inclinations. For many that
preference includes children, and they are the ones it would be most appropriate to refer
to as pedophiles. Those with a definite preference for children (i.e., pedophiles) have
sexual fantasies and erotic imagery that focus on children. They have sex with children
not because of some situatioqal stress or insecurity but because they are sexually attracted
to and prefer children.
Their patterns are as such;
Seduction- This pattern char;Jcterizes the offender who engages children in sexual
activity by "seducing" them+grooming them with attention, affection, and gifts. His
victims an-ive at the point where they are willing to trade "sex" for the attention,

r

affection, and other benefits they receive from the offender. Offenders with a preference
for younger children might also spend time "seducing" the parent(s). When victimizing
such young children, the sex is often made part of a game or horseplay and usually not
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completely understood as real sex by the children. Most of these offenders are
simultaneously involved with multiple victims. The majority of acquaintance child
molesters fall into this pattern of behavior.
Introverted- This pattern of behavior characterizes the offender whose preferences
include children but he lacks ;the interpersonal skills necessary to seduce them. He,
therefore, typically engages fo a minimal amount of verbal communication with his
victims and usually molests strangers or especially young children. He is like the old
stereotype of the child molesrer in that he is more likely to hang around playgrounds and
other areas where children cJngregate, watching or engaging them in brief sexual
encounters. He may expose himself to children or make obscene telephone calls to
children. He may utilize the services of a child prostitute, travel to a foreign country, or
use the Internet to communicate with children. Unable to figure out any other way to gain
access to a child, he might even maITy a woman and have his own children, very likely
molesting them from the time- they are infants. He is similar to the inadequate situational
type child molester, except that he has more definite deviant sexual preferences, and his
selection of children as victims is more predictable. His victims could be acquaintances,
but he is far less likely to be simultaneously involved with multiple child victims.
Sadistic- This pattern of behavior characterizes the offender whose sexual preferences
predominately include the need to inflict psychological or physical pain or suffering on
his victims in order to be aro�sed or gratified. He typically uses lures or force to gain

,.

access to his victims. He is niore likely than other preferential-type child molesters to
abduct and even murder his \;ictirns. In order to escape detection, a sexual sadist, even
one with extraordinary interpersonal skills, may try to abduct victims who are not
acquaintances and to whom he cannot be linked. There have been some cases where
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seduction acquaintance mole�ters have become sadistic molesters. It is not known
whether the sadistic needs developed late or were always there and surfaced for some
reason (i.e., inhibitions overcome, sadistic interests fueled and validated on the Internet).
Once a sadistic offender eng�ges in severe sexual sadism with an acquaintance child
victim, it is difficult to prevent disclosure and escape identification without killing or
otherwise disposing of the vi�tim. In any case it is fortunate that sadistic child molesters
do not appear to be large in 1�umber. Kenneth V. Lanning (2001)

Financial Offender
The Financial offender is a most recent phenomenon. Ce1iainly profit has been a
motive for some during the l()ng and dark history of child sexual exploitation. The current
technological advances have given 1ise to this most recent type of offender, the financial
offender. The Financial offender is driven primaiily by the supply and demand theme,
tempered with risk/reward analysis. Typically, criminals that are motivated by simply
profit have gravitated to the world of illegal drug trade. The new generation of criminal
entrepreneurs has determined that the risk/reward ratios are more appealing in the child
pornography industry. Capitftl expenditures are low, labor is a minimum, product cost is
minimal, marketing is broad based and profits are enonnous! The risk of detection is low
due to technology, limited enforcement, and the sheer volume of global Internet traffic.
This author has observed an obvious paradigm shift in the "child pornography culture".
In 1997, when BRT officials first entered this arena, the materials were readily accessible
.; .
and the children being victimized were primarily 01iginating from the Orient. In and
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around the year 2000, we ob;,erved an obvious shift in marketing and materials that were
making their way to the marketplace. The children being victimized in the child porn
products had transitioned to being primarily Central American in origin. Sho11ly
thereafter, there was another shift; the marketing sources and child victims have become
predominately Eastern Euro12ean in origin. This seems to be the current trend. We in Blue
Ridge Thunder estimate that approximately 80% of current web sites marketing child
pornography today can be traced to Eastern Europe sources and the associated credit
cards transactions convert the funds to the appropriate foreign currency.
Canadian authorities t_eport a similar trend. Organized crime groups in Canada are
moving in on the increasing!}'. lucrative child pornography industry, (Canadian) Deputy
Prime Minister Anne McLeHan says. McLellan, whose depa11ment includes the RCMP
and CSIS, said the global nature of child exploitation means Canadian autho1ities are
beginning to see trends similar to those in countries such as Italy and Japan, where
organized crime has edged it,; way into the dissemination and production ofjuvenile
pornography. "Tragically, we, see that organized crime in this country is getting into child
pornography," she said in an ··interview. "The thing they talked about was that organized
crime was taking over this area. It is now starting to do so here. It's becoming a profit
centre for organized crime," iaid McLellan, who has vowed to step up the fight against
the sexual abuse of children. According to the RCMP and other law enforcement
agencies, there is great demat1d, which translates to huge profits to be made in the
production of and traffic in child pornography. Forn1er RCMP commissioner Nonnan
Inkster, says it's not surprising organized crime's involvement in Internet ventures would
extend to the shadowy corne�s where pedophiles trade in illicit photos and films. "We
always seem to be surprised �;>hen we find out organized crime has embraced the same
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technology as the rest of legitimate businesses. Why should we be? They follow the
money," he said. Gordon (DPC.)
With demand at an all time high and profits skyrocketing it is no wonder that
Child sexual exploitation is a multi-billion dollar business with no sense of lessening.

: Accounts and Pedophilia
There have been countless studies conducted regarding pedophiles. For instance,
McCaghy (1968), Stennac & Zindel (1989) and Lanning ( 1987 and 2001) and De Young
( 1989). However, Durkin and Bryant (1999) wished to study pedophiles from a more
representative sampling than that is traditionally utilized; prisoners and those in
treatment. They felt that the trnditional sampling utilized was unrepresentative of the
population and was therefor<:'1 skewed, as they were not "unrepentant" due to their "legal
status". In their 1996 study, the two studied 41 (unwittingly) admitted pedophiles who
were voluntary paiiicipants in an Internet chat area. The study question posed was, "How
do pedophiles that use the Infornet account for their deviance?" Scott and Lyman's
(l 968) work on the formulation of accounts provide the framework for this most
,.

informative study. A review .Jf literature suggests that pedophiles use a variety of
strategies in an attempt to rationalize, justify and otherwise normalize their deviance. The
accounts proffered by pedophiles include both excuses and justifications. Interestingly,
more than half of the pedophi)es offered accounts for their deviant orientation and
behavior. Moreover, all of these accounts took the fonn of justifications, and none took
the form of excuses.
Traditionally, deviants tend to offer two types of excuses for their behavior
appeals to defeasibility and s�apegoating.
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Appeals to Defeasibility- In his classic paper on child molesters and drinking, McCaghy
(1968) documents an excelle11t example of appeals to defeasibility. He cited that
convicted child molesters frequently att1ibuted their sexual exploitation of children to
alcohol.
Scapegoating- Lanning (200!) states that a child molester that has been apprehended by
authorities "may claim that h� was seduced by the victim, that the victim initiated the
sexual activity, or that the victim is promiscuous or a prostitute". This is classic
scapegoating behavior.
Pedophiles also offer justifications for their deviant behaviors and orientation. The
relevant academic literature that I have reviewed indicates that there are three
justifications put forth; deniai of injury (including the claim of benefit assertion),
condemnation of condemners., and appeal to loyalties.
Denial of injury (including the claim of benefit assertion)- Many offenders
argue that their actions were 1,lOt harmful to the child, and in fact beneficial to his/her
health, emotional, social and .sexual development Finkelhor (1979). In fact clinical
reports suggest that many predators believe that their sexual activity with the child will
not hann the child unless foree is used Stern1ac and Zindel (1989). This erroneous
assertion flies in the face of e�11pirical knowledge regarding victimology. Associated
research shows that;
•

Almost half of the women in our nation's jails and prisons told interviewers that

they had been abused prior to- their imprisonment.
0

73 percent of prostitutes were sexually abused before the age of 16;
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•

83 percent of convicted killers (men and women) were physically and emotionally

abused as children, and 32.2 �,ercent were sexually abused;
•

60 percent of teenage mothers were sexually abused as children;

•

43 percent of runaways are sexually abused;

•

59% of incarcerated women in maximum-security prison were sexually abused in

childhood.
•

80% of women in prison and jails have been victims of sexual and/or physical

abuse.
•

A study of convicted killers reports that 83 .8% suffered severe physical and

emotional abuse 32% were sexually abused as children.
•

Over 7 5% of juvenile girls identified as delinquent by the courts have been

sexually abused.
"

Child sexual abuse swvivors are almost 4 times more likely to be battered by a

partner compared to people without sexual abuse histories.
•

Child sexual abuse survivors are almost twice as likely to be raped.

•

Studies consistently C:onfinn a 50%-80% prevalence rate of sexual and physical

abuse among persons who later acquire diagnoses of mental illness.
•

Children who have been sexually abused are more likely to be suicidal than other

children.
•

Adult survivors also GXhibit increased suicidality.
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•

60% were sexually abused as children.

•

43% sexually abused· as children.

•

73% of former prostitutes were sexually abused before the age of 16.

o

Approximately 95% of teenage prostitutes have been sexually abused.

•

Victims of father-daughter incest are four times more likely than non-incest

victims to be asked to pose fpr pornography than non-abused.
•

53% of adolescents ·who had been sexually abused reported abusing some

substance.
0

A review of four separate studies on women seeking treatment for alcoholism

shows 34% to 85% of women report a history of sexual abuse.
0

60% to 80% of individuals in substance abuse treatment programs report having

been sexually abused.
•

71% to 90% of teenaJ�e girls and 23% to 40% of teenage boys in a Maine

inpatient program for substance abuse reported a history of sexual abuse. (Survivor's
Healing Center, 2006)
Furthem1ore, Browne and Finkelhor state; "long ten11 effects of child abuse
include fear, anxiety, depres�ion, anger, hostility, inapprop1iate sexual behavior, poor self
esteem, tendency toward sub'stance abuse and difficulty with close relationships".
(Finkelhor & Browne, 1986)
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Condemnation of Condemners- This type of account is typically leveled against Law
Enforcement, Social Worker:s, Child Advocates and others in positions of authority or
potential condemnation. In these accounts, professionals are generally accused of
incompetence, unscrupulous;practices, the brainwashing of children and actively
pursuing pedophiles in "jack booted Gestapo" fashion. This mantra is prevalent in
writings supported by pedophile organizations such as NAMBLA (North American
Man/Boy Lovers Association). NAMBLA is a pedophilia suppo1t organization that was
founded in 1978. They advo�ate the abolition of laws regarding the age of consent, as
well as the release of all men_ incarcerated for "non-coercive" sexual acts with minors (De
Young (1989). NAMBLA's headquarters in New York boasts over 1000 members and
chapters in Boston, San Fran�isco, Toronto and Los Angeles. Their Internet presence has
allowed them a greater voice and the ability to have their message heard by a wider
audience. Law enforcement has arrested several NAMBLA members and some of it's
leaders in various child sexual exploitation cases in the United States and during a child
sex tourism investigation in Bangkok (Kortum-Stenner, 1990).
Appeal to Loyalties- Pedop�iles claim that they are a voice for the "1ights of the
children". This justification �nd argument is put fo1th by pedophiles and can be found in
their writings and literature found in such places such as NAMBLA (De Young, 1989).
This type of justification generally involves the claim that" the repression of childhood
and adolescent sexuality is damaging to minors and therefore society. As part of the
liberation of children and adolescents, free sexual expression is encouraged. This sexual
expression includes the 'right.' of children and adolescents to be sexual with adults"
(Gonsiorek, 1994).
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Durkin and Bryant (1:999), constructed their study to gather data from an Internet
Usenet news group that was .frequented by pedophiles, alt.support-boy.lovers.
Participants in this newsgroup both read and post messages, writings, pictures, etc. The
posted messages were then downloaded and stored on a personal computer for content
analysis and classification b'f'.
·,. the researchers. The researchers found an average of 150 to
200 postings each month. They recorded and analyzed the data retrieved for a thirty-day
period. There were a total of-154 postings during that thi1iy-day period from eighty
individuals. Ninety-three of fhe postings were from forty-one users that were self
admitted pedophiles, these postings were compiled and the data analyzed. Durkin and
Bryant ( 1999) then analyzed• the data to detennine the presence, or absence of recunent
themes. Their coding categories were quite interesting, as it allows us an opportunity to
observe the mind set of the pedophiles via their communications. The coding system is
based on the following variable definitions;
Admission of Orientation- the poster indicates a sexual orientation towards boys, thus
identifying him as a pedophile.
NAMBLA Affiliation- the p_oster indicates an affiliation with the pedophile group
NAMBLA (North American:Man Boy Love Association).
Admission of Behavior- the poster indicates that he has personally engaged in sexual
\

contact with children. This in.elude anal sex, oral sex, fondling, kissing, or having
children undress for him.
Account Offered- the posting contains some type of explanation offered in defense of
pedophilia, or adults having sexual contact with children.
Condemnation of Condemners- the poster attempts to shift the focus from pedophiles and
their behavior to the actions Qf those who condemn them. Targets of condemners may
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include law enforcement officers, social workers, psychologists, psychiatrists, and others.
This may include a claim of persecution.
Claim Of Persecution- the poster asse1is that pedophiles are a persecuted group. This may
include the contention that police and others are staging a draconian witch-hunt against
pedophiles. Although the claim of persecution is subsumed under the account category
condemnation of condemnerr,, this particular justificatory statement appears to be
common among pedophiles that use this newsgroup.
Denial oflnjury- the poster daims that adult sexual behavior with children does not cause
ham1 to children. This may i1\clude an assertion that the poster believes that a child can
give informed consent to engage in sexual activity with an adult. Additionally, it may
involve a claim of benefit as$ertion.
Children Can Consent- the poster indicates that he believes that children can give
info1med consent to engage in sexual activity with adults. This is a type of denial of
injury account.
Appeal to Loyalties- the poster attempts to justify pedophilia and adult-child sex by
claims of an allegiance to "children's liberation" or "children's rights".
BIRGing- the poster makes the asse1iion that "great men" have also been pedophiles.
Polythematic Account- the posting contains an appeal to more than one defensibility. It
includes any combination oHhe following accounts: condemnation of condemners;
appeal to loyalties; denial of mjury; and BIRGing.
Seeking Validation- the poster is seeking validation for his orientation and/or behavior
from other users. The poster inay be seeking suppo1i in coming to tem1s with his
pedophilic orientation. The poster may also be seeking advise on how to deal with a
personal crisis revolving around his sexual predilections.
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Providing Validation- the poster is providing advice, encouragement, or supp01t for other
pedophiles that are using the newsgroup.
Seeking Information- the poster is requesting infonnation. This may involve a query
about other computer sites for pedophiles, where to obtain literature about pedophilia, or
how to get in contact with the pedophiliac organization NAMBLA.
Providing Information- the poster is presenting some type of information that may be of
some interest to other pedopt1iles.
Seeking Correspondence- the poster is requesting that other pedophiles communicate
with him privately via electronic mail, conventional mail, or the telephone.

Number and Percentage of Pedophiles Offering Each of the Various Types of
Accounts

Account

Number Offering

Percentage Offering

Any type of Account

22

53.7%

Denial of Injury

16

39%

13

31.7%

10

24.4%

6

14.6%

2

4.9%

Condemnation of

..

Condemners
Polythematic Account
BIRGing

�

Appeal to Loyalties
.,

Durkin and Bryant (1-999) found that slightly more than one-half (53.7%) of the
41 online pedophiles proffered some type of account in defense of pedophilia, or adults
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engaging in the sexual exploitation with children. Their findings reflect (see cha1i above)
that the most common type ofaccount was the Denial oflnjury with 39% of the posters
putting forth that adult/child sex does not cause ham1 to children. The second most
common account was that of condemnation of condemners, which was offered by 31.7%
ofthe online pedophiles. The proffering ofthese two accounts in such overwhelming
numbers, point toward a nearly delusional and dangerous mindset of the pedophile.

fl
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Chapter 6

:sociological Theory

Adults who engage in sexual activity with children are considered to be among
the most serious deviants in �)Uf society. Such sexually exploitative contact with children
is illegal everywhere in the "lfnited States McCaghy and Capron (1994) Janus observed
that Pedophiles, unlike some other varieties of deviants, enjoy almost no social support.
None of the 2,753 respondents to a recent national survey indicated that they believed it
was "normal", or "all right" "'"or adults to have sexual contact with children (Janus 1993).
The prospect of adults engaging in sexual activity with children "inspires an innate
I

disgust in most people" Finkdhor (1979). Pedophiles are "considered to be among the
most degenerate of all deviar.ts" Bryant (1982). In prison, "pedophiles occupy the lowest
rung of the inmate social system" Heitzeig (1996). This especially loud and strong
societal condemnation of pedophilia raises an important sociological question: How do
pedophiles manage such a disvalued social identity and logistically, how do they survive?
This author argues that the pedophile is able, not only to survive, but actually flourish in
his effo1is due to societal hypocrisy. We, as a collective, or society, scorn and disavow
the pedophile, while the sex industry, previously considered marginal, has come to
occupy a strategic and centra� position in the development of international capitalism.
The sex trade, or "leisure industry" as it is many times refened to, is increasingly taking
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on the guise of an ordinary sector of the economy, even to the point of stock market
representation. The apparent norn1alization/industrialization of the sex trade/services is
structured around a regional and international division of labor, which has resulted in the
commodification and objectification of women and children. (Leidholdt 2001). Clearly, it
has created a market of sexual exchanges in which millions of men, women and children
have been converted into sexual commodities and most shockingly, we have allowed the
norn1alization of such behaviors.
This phenomenon is particularly obvious in the emerging economies. More
specifically, the unprecedented expansion of the sex tourist/leisure industry (Truong),
norn1alization of pornography· Poulin (2000), and the growth and internationalization of
"arranged maniages" (Hughes 2001 ). The industrialization of the sex trade has involved
the mass production of sexual goods and services structured around a regional and
international division of labor. These "goods" are human beings who sell sexual services.
The international market in ttiese "goods" simultaneously encompasses local and regional
levels, making its economic imperatives impossible to avoid. Prostitution and related
sexual industries - bars, dancing clubs, massage parlors, pornography producers, Internet
Servi,�e Providers, etc. - depend on a massive subterranean economy. At the same time,
businesses such as international hotel chains, airline companies, credit card companies,
etc. and the tourist industry b�nefit greatly from the sex industry. In Thailand, trafficking
is a 500 billion Baths annual business (equivalent to approximately 124 million U.S.
dollars), which represents a value equal to around 60 per cent of the government budget
(Coalition Against Trafficking Women 2003). In 1998, the International Labor
Organization (ILO) estimated that prostitution represented between two and 14 per cent
,.

of the economic activities of Thailand, Indonesia, Malaysia, and Philippines (Jeffery's,

,,
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1999). According to a study •::onducted by Bishop and Robinson (Bishop & Robinson,
1998), the tourist industry brings four billion dollars a year to Thailand. It is not without
reason, then, that in 1987 thq Thai government promoted sexual tourism through
adve1iising "The one fruit ofThailand more delicious than durian [a local fruit], its young
women" (Hechler).
This process of industrialization, in both its legal and its illegal fonns, generates
profits amounting to billions:of dollars. According to Chulalungkbom Political Economy
Center at the University of Tnailand, in 1993 worldwide the sex industry generated
incomes of between 20 and 23 billion USD Child Wise (2003). Other estimates put
incomes from the legal sex iiidustry at 52 billion dollars annually.
Another factor, which confers a qualitatively different character on the current sex
trade, is the fact that prostitution has become a development strategy for some countries.
Under obligations of debt rep:lyment, numerous Asian, Latin American, and Afiican
States were encouraged by international organizations such as the International Monetary
Fund (IMF) and the World Bank (WB) to develop their tourism and entertainment
industries. In each case, the development of these sectors inspired the development of the
sex trade (Hechler).
Throughout history, those who own property are the dominant and exercise power
over the subordinate non-property owners, this created social classes. To Karl Marx, a
class is defined according to ihe ownership and control of the means of production; and
therefore two major classes p'.resent in capitalism are bourgeoisie and proletariat.
Bourgeoisie owns and controls the means of production, or income. The Proletariat owns
nothing and sells its labor as a commodity in return for money/existence. As the
subordinate Proletariat is for�ed to sell their labor/services as a commodity in order to
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survive, they are then viewec; by those who buy and manufacture the commodity
(Bourgeoisie), no differently that any other goods or services required the multiplication
of their capital. In this study.:the commodity is sex and the resultant victimization.
The proletariat/bourgeoisie relationship is a world system of control, authority
and influence over others designed to keep people in unjust and unequal positions and is
enforced by power. More specifically; political power, economic power, physical force,
and ideological power. Pow�r inequities have been in existence tlu·oughout the history of
mankind in one fonn or another. The demonstrations of power/control range from
extreme ove11 oppression to subtle, covert oppression. Power inequalities are generally
based on; class, race and gender. More specifically, the ownership of property and white
male domination. One simp'y can't ignore the obvious proletariat/bourgeoisie
relationship that is demonstrated.
When conducting a political, social and economic analysis of the trafficking of
children, we can see that, in every case, the "goods", innocent children, in this market
move transcontinentaly and transnationally from regions with weak concentrations of
capital toward regions with stronger concentrations. In recent years under the impact of
structural adjustment and ecqnomic liberalization policies in numerous countries of the
Third World, as well as in the ex-USSR and Eastern Europe, women and children have
become "new raw resources"! within the framework of national and international business
development.
The women and children of ethnic minorities and other relatively powerless
groups are particularly exploited. For example, the internal traffic of Thai females
consists most] y of 12-16 yeai: olds from hill tribes of the No1ih and the Northeast. In
Taiwan, 40 per cent of young prostitutes in the main red light district are aboriginal girls
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(Bany). Kidnapping, rape, ai1d violence continue to act as midwives and mainstays of
this industry. They are funda�'nental not only for the development of markets, but also for
the "manufacturing" ofthese:''goods," as they contribute to making them "functional" for
an industry that requires a constant supply of bodies. Research has shown that between
75 and 80 per cent ofprostitl1tes were sexually abused in their childhood (Satterfield).
More than 90 per cent of pros;titutes are controlled by a pimp (Barry). A study ofstreet
prostitutes in England established that 87 per cent had been victims ofviolence during the
last 12 months and 43 per cent suffered from grave physical consequences ofabuse
•.

(Raymond). An American study showed that 78 per cent of prostitutes had been victims
ofrape by pimps and customirs, on average 49 times a year ; 49 per cent had been
victims ofremoval and transpo1ied from one state to another and 27 per cent had been
mutilated (Raymond). The ayerage age ofentrance into prostitution in the United States
is 14 years (Silbert & Pines; Giobbe).
UNICEF estimates tlut a million children are brought into the sex industry every
year. The child prostitution iri1dustry exploits 400,000 children in India (UNICEF 2003),

.·

100,000 children in the Philippines (CATW), between 200,000 and 300,000 in Thailand
(Oppermann), 100,000 in Taiwan (UNICEF 2001) and in Nepal (ECPAT), 500,000
children in Latin America, and from 244,000 to 325,000 children in the United States. If
one includes children in all the sex industries, the U.S. figures climb to 2.4 millions
(UNICEF 2001). In the People's Republic of China, there are between 200,000 and
500,000 prostituted children.'In Brazil, estimates vary between 500,000 and two million
I

(UNICEF 2001 ). About 35 per cent ofthe prostitutes of Cambodia are less than 17 years
old (CATW). Ce1iain studie5',estimate that during one year, the prostituted "sexual
services" of one child are sold to 2,000 men (Robinson).
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Every year, nearly a o'-uarter million women and children of Southeast Asia
(Bunna, Yunnan province in China, Laos and Cambodia) are bought in Thailand, a transit
country, for a p1ice varying h,etween 6,000 and 10,000 U.S. dollars (CATW). In Canada,
the intermediaries pay 8,000 ;dollars for a young Asiatic from the Philippines, Thailand or
Malaysia whom they resell for 15,000 dollars to a pimp (CATW). In Western Europe, the
current p1ice of a European woman from the former "socialist" countries is between
15,000 and 30,000 USD (CATW). On their aITival in Japan, Thai women have a debt of
25,000 USD (CATW). The bought women have to work for years to pay off "expenses"
incurred by the pimps.
In this context, resistipg or strnggling against the commodification of women and
children in the sex industry qecomes a central element in the struggle against capitalist
globalization. This proletariat/bourgeoisie exploitative phenomenon exacts an
immeasurable price on our society, our children.
When crime is studied researchers are interested in who the c1iminals and victims
are? What are the causative factors and societal impact? While considering the crimes
associated with the sexual ex9loitation of children, one will note that the concept of
"aging out of crime", as desG ibed by Matza, does not pertain. In fact, perpetrators may
act out later, rather than earlier, in life. (Matza, 1964) This can be potentially attributed
to access to children, repression of urges, law of diminishing returns and under reporting
of offences.
What then, is the cause(s) of Crime/Pederasty? There are several theories that
have been put forth through ctecades of study that we will explore in this document. The
various theories can be categorized in three main schools of thought; Conflict The01ists,
Consensus Theorists and Learning Theorists. Conflict theorists ascertain that force holds
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the society together. The force can either be physical force ( criminal justice system), or
ideological force (believing in the system). History tells us that if only physical force
(law) is holding the society together, then the society is unstable and doomed.
It is my position that there ar� three main Sociological Perspectives from which to
analyze the cause of crimina�: behaviors. The three perspectives are not to be seen as
being mutually exclusive, but rather interactive. They are,
•

Social Value System� - What are the goals of criminal behavior? (Economic gain,

prestige, fulfillment of needs, release emotional tension)
•

Social Strncture- specific situations and opportunities detennine our behavior.

•

Social Nom1S- pressure to conform.

With that in mind, let us examine some theo1ies. The first being;
The Marxist View: Commodification
As discussed previously in this document, Karl Marx developed some
groundbreaking economic theories that transcended into pivotal sociological theory. Karl
Marx was born and educated•in Prussia. He and his colleague, F1iedrich Engels issued the
Man(f!?st der kommunistisch�JJ, Partei (Communist Manffesto in 1848(Marx), in the
explicit hope of precipitating social revolution. At its core, this work describes the class
struggle between the proletariat and bourgeoisie, distinguishes communism from other
socialist movements, propos�s a list of specific social reforms, and urges all workers to
unite in revolution against existing regimes. In his work, Economic and Political
Manuscripts of 1844, Marx argued that the conditions of modern industrial societies
invmiably result in the estrangement (or alienation) of workers from their own labor.
Most specifically, a conditi01'.1 in which agents view the needs, vulnerabilities, and
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capacities of others primarily, as a means to their own piivate gain. This being the
bourgeoisie's accumulation of surplus value at the expense of the proletariat, none of
which can be more reprehensible than that of the exploitation of children. Marx writes;
"Capitalism did not invent surplus-labor. Wherever a part of society possesses the
monopoly of the means of production, the laborer, free or not free, must add to the
working-time necessary for 11is own maintenance an extra working-time in order to
produce the means of subsisttnce for the owners of the means of production, whether this
proprietor be the Athenian kdos kagathos, Etruscan theocrat, civis Romanus, Nonnan
baron, American slave-owner, Wallachian Bayard, modem landlord or capitalist."(Marx)
As stated previously, throughout history, those who own property are the dominant and
exercise power over the subordinate non-property owners, as this afforded the property
owners the ability to control the means of production and its associated labor and wealth,
this created social classes. To Karl Marx, a class is defined according to the ownership
and control of the means of production; and therefore two major classes present in
capitalism are bourgeoisie an'd proletaiiat. Bourgeoisie owns and controls the means of
production, or income. The l�roletariat owns nothing and sells its labor as a commodity in
return for money/existence. As the subordinate Proletariat is forced to sell their
labor/services as a commodity in order to survive, they are then viewed by those who buy
and manufacture the commo,�tity (Bourgeoisie), no differently that any other goods or
services required the multip!Jcation of their capital.
The essential differerice between the vaiious economic forms of society, between,
for instance, a society based 011 slave-labor, and one based in wage-labor, lies only in the
mode in which this surplus labor is in each case extracted from the actual producer, the
laborer. (Marx) In these passages Marx treats exploitation as a matter of approp1iation of
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surplus labor from direct producers, acknowledges that such appropriation is tran
historical in scope, and locates the source of exploitation in the exercise of a monopoly
over the means of production. More specifically, capitalist's gains are in his view,
causally tied to workers' los�es, where such losses involve impoverishment, deprivation,
and ham1 to the worker. In L;ur context, the sexual exploitation of children, it is
reprehensible and leaves one incensed, that there would be individuals, industries and

,.,

governments that would con:inodify our children by allowing, and in fact encouraging,
their exploitation.

,; Functionalist View- Anomie

Durkheim (1858 - 1917) lived in and was observing a societal phenomena, it was
taking place before his very eyes. This was the transfom1ation from a primitive, mostly
agregarean society into an advanced modem industrial society. The new developing
world saw populations shift from the rural countryside to the cities and creating large
metropolitan areas. This societal transfornrntion from mechanical to organic solidarity,
increased mobility and cultur.al diversity and from limited labor divisions to strong labor
divisions brought about rapid social changes and unrest. The patriarch on the family fann
no longer was in a position t; exercise social control, which was now relegated to
bureaucratic institutions.
Functionalists, like Qurkheim, hold fast to the notion that everything in society
(including crime and unrest\ exists for a function. Functionalist's views seem to be best
suited for periods of stability within our society. The functionalist holds, as we would all
agree, that change is necess,,:-y and a fact of life. However, the functionalist puts fo1ih
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that the inevitable change mvst be calculated, slow and in measured. Rapid change, such
as the anti-Vietnam war mov,ement, sexual revolution, or a government's collapse
produces undesired instability. Emile Durkheim, the pillar of functionalist thought, feels
that it is not only healthy, but also required for us to call into question the legitimacy of
our societal nonns. This painful issue regarding the sexual exploitation of children is no
exception. The victimization1 _of children and our societal view towards the issue must be
analyzed. Speaking directly towards crime Durkheim states, "Crime brings together
honest men and concentrates·them." Emile Durkheim (1972)
Durkheim recognized the functional role that crime and deviance plays as
important to the well being of society, this goes directly to a concept that he referred to as
"Social Solidarity". He fmihctr advises that challenges to established moral and legal
laws, such as those pe1iainin¥ to the sexual exploitation of children, unify those on both
sides of issues in questions. Functionalists hold to the fact that the recognition and
punishment of crimes is, in effect, the very reaffinnation of the laws and n01ms of a
society. Therefore, the existe,nce of said laws and their strength with which they are
upheld by the "collective", or society when they are challenged are a measure of the
strength of the "collective" ai1d the purchase of the n01ms. Society also has the
opportunity/responsibility to discuss and detem1ine just how violations of the nonns will
be contended with Uail, fines, execution, shame, exile). These exercises regarding crime
and deviance serve to b1ing people in a society together and unify them with a common
bond, either pro or con to a l;nnative theme. "We have only to notice what happens,
particularly in a small town, when some moral scandal has just occurred. Men stop each
other on the street, they visit'each other, and they seek to come together to talk of the
event and to wax indignant i,1 common. From all the similar impressions, which are
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exchanged, and the anger thqt is expressed, there emerges a unique emotion, more or less
determinate according to the circumstances, which emanates from no specific person, but
from everyone. This is the poblic wrath." Emile Durkheim (1972)
According to Durkheim, deviance and crime also helps to promote social change.
The conflict between law anJ custom arises where the fom1er no longer corresponds to
existing social relations, but maintains itselfby habit and tradition. While the latter
corresponds to these new relations, but is denied juridical expression by the masses. But
such conflict, Durkheim insisted, is both rare and pathological; the normal condition is
one in which custom is the v�ry basis oflaw, in which custom alone can manifest only
secondary fom1s ofsocial so'.rlidarity, and thus in which law alone tells us which fonns of
social solidarity are essential. He contends that most violations ofnonns are greeted with
opposition by the masses. With enough exposure and energy the issues called into
question can then be re-exarnined by that society. Today, we can think ofcountless
examples ofbehaviors that v 1 e view as nonnative today. In our recent past these were
NOT the nonn. Consider, voting rights, working women, divorce, women's dress habits,
etc. These behaviors are nov.\; considered nonnative as they were challenged and gained
the support ofsociety, as a \Vhole. Durkheim would then surn1ise that c1ime and deviance
from the 1101111 could help a society to rethink its boundaries, and move toward social
change. Durkheim advises, "We can thus say that, in general, the characte1istic ofmoral
rules is that they enunciate the
,. fundamental conditions ofsocial solidarity. Law and
morality are the totality ofties which bind each ofus to society, which make a unitary,
coherent aggregate ofthe mass of individuals." Emile Durkheim and George Simpson
(1933)
l
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"Now there is only one moral power---moral and hence common to all---which stands
above the individual and wh�ch can legitimately make laws for him, and that is collective
power. To the extent the individual is left to his own devices and freed from all social
constraint, he is unfettered too by all moral constraint." Emile Durkheim (1963 ).
Durkheim would then put fmih that our society, or collective, is challenged to examine
the acceptable societal norn1s regarding the sexual exploitation of children. And
detem1ine anomic behaviors and the appropriate societal response to the determined
crime and deviance. Durkheim's original concept of Anomie is the state of normlessness,
or erosion of nonns. The society makes the transition from mechanical into organic
solida1ity and the no1ms become less binding for individuals. People then lose the feeling
to know what is right or wro9g and their solidarity is diminished further. Merton
extended this theory into a tL,�ory of deviance, advising that without nonns individuals
will follow their (hedonistic, capitalistic) goals without inhibition.
Emile Durkheim, in Lis famous study of suicide looked at several factors
contributing to the phenome��on. His research looked at marital status, gender and
religion as factors of causation. Durkheim noted that single persons, that had never
manied were the most likely; candidates to commit suicide. While looking at gender,
Durkheim discovered that women were more likely to attempt suicide, yet less
successful. Men, on the other hand were far more successful in their attempts. The higher
success rate seems due to th6 propensity for men to employ a more violent and effective
means of committing the act: Durkheim discovered that one's religious affiliation had a
con-elation to their propensitt, to commit suicide. Individuals of the Jewish faith had the
lowest rates of suicide; those of the Catholic faith demonstrated a stronger propensity to
commit suicide, and those thr,1t followed the protestant faith were the most likely to take
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their own life. Emile Durklv.:1im theorized that this was due to the level of solidarity that
each group experienced. Those of the Jewish faith demonstrated the highest levels of
solidarity. This, he attributed to their long-tenn battles against religious, social and
economic persecution. Catholics were subservient to a more hierarchical fonn of
religious leadership that provides a central structure to follow. The Protestants are far
more fractious and independent, with multiple leaders and sub-groups and a decrease in
the level of solidarity. In all,. Durkheim found that one's sense of "community", or
solidarity was the major determinant in their risk of committing suicide Durkheim,
Spaulding, and Simpson (1951 ). This concept of solidarity transcends into crime study
today. Ones sense of belonging, or solidarity to a community being a key component to
crimelessness. Yet in this arena of child sexual exploitation, solidarity does not seem to
be as great of a deterrent. This is demonstrated by the great number of "people of status"
that arc actively involved in )edeastic behaviors. This may be attributed to either an
••

"apparent solidarity" being used as a manipulative rouse by the offender to gain access to
victims. Or the solidarity in i_auestion may be genuine, yet overshadowed by a greater
association/ solidarity to pedeastic behaviors and associates.
Durkheim looked fu11her at those that had committed suicide and dete1mined that
there were four types of suic!de.
o

Altruistic Suicide- an individual that takes their own life for the bettennent of the

community. Suicide bombers, Kamikaze pilots, elder members of indigenous American
tribes, etc. characterize this phenomenon.
e

Fatalistic Suicide- an ,individual is convinced that their only options are death, or a

continued miserable existenc_e. This frame of mind is characterized by those interned in
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the Nazi concentration camp� and the poor souls that jumped from the burning Twin
Towers on 9-11.
a.

Egotistic Suicide- The individual takes their own life in spite of the needs of the

collective, family, etc. Generally, persons of community "status" that are embanassed,
etc. will fall prey to this mindset.
0

Anomic Suicide- this, is a state of nonnlessness. An individual that has no sense of

community and/or the resultant nom1ative structure characterizes this type.
Durkheim goes on to demonstrate that these suicide types are representative of type of
societies, as well. He shows that the level and type of solidarity (mechanical, organic),
division of labor and its embrace of capitalism detennine the type of society.
Contemporary societies such as Canada and Sweden, would demonstrate an Altruistic
society and the United States of America would be characterized as an Egotistic society.
This same interpolation can be fitted to the exploitation of children, as discussed in this
writing. Contemporary glob41 culture is changing at a rapid, breakneck pace; this affords
a tremendous sense of globa� instability. This same global culture, is now embracing
capitalism and its resultant power in exponential propo1iions. Power holders and seekers
scurry about identifying and mining profit points to gain additional purchase. The
demonstrated concept of division of labor shows that minorities, women and children
become comodified and oth�r points of profit. The result is a societal transition from
,.

Altruistic/Egotistic/ Anomic societies. The rapid community changes bring about
instability that will be reflected as a decrease in solidarity and overall sense of
nonnlessness and lead to the, increased victimization and sexual exploitation of children.
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Regarding Situational Offenders ......
Differential Association
In 193 9, Edwin Suth�rland introduced the concept of Differential Association in
his text, Principals of Crimin.ology; he fonnulated his theory with an attempt to explain
not only individual criminal pehavior but also those of societal groups. Sutherland's
Differential Association is b�sed upon these nine tenants:
1.

Criminal behavior is learned.

2.

Criminal behavior is teamed in interaction with others persons in a process of

communication.
3.

The principal part of the learning of criminal behavior occurs within intimate

personal groups.
4.

When criminal behavior is learned, the learning includes techniques of

committing the crime, which ·are sometimes very complicated, sometimes simple and the
specific direction of motives, drives, rationalizations, and attitudes.
5.

The specific directioq: of motives and drives is learned from definitions of the

legal codes as favorable or mifavorable.
6.

A person becomes de'inquent because of an excess of definitions favorable to

violation of law over definitit ns unfavorable to violation of the law.
7.

Differential associati2•ns may vary in frequency, duration, priority, and intensity.

8.

The process of learning criminal behavior by association with criminal and

t

anticriminal patterns involves all of the mechanisms that are involved in any other
learning.
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9.

While criminal behavior is an expression of general needs and values, it is not

explained by those general needs and values, since non-criminal behavior is an
expression of the same needs and values.
This important leamivg theory explains that we have c1ime because some people
!·

are exposed to definitions or;hon11S that favor the violation of the law. He goes on to
explain that individuals are ctiminal, not because they have different traits, but because
they have different associatiqns. According to Differential Association, c1iminal behavior
is learned based on the interactions we have with others and the values that we receive
during that interaction. We learn values from family, friends, coworkers, etc., Those
values either support or oppo_se criminal behavior. Sutherland explained that these
associations have various levels of impact and impo1iance. Factors can be the frequency,
duration, priority, and intensity in which pro crime nonns or associations are encountered
that determine the acceptance and adoption of these norms. This would be a plausible
explanation for c1ime within various socio-economic groups. Simply stated, an individual
accepts the "mentoring", or nonns of those he chooses to have the strongest association
with. Children often ignore the advice of their parents, but will follow similar guidance
(or bad advice) from those tht they have stronger association. This is critical when
considering the c1iminal that/sexually exploits children. The exploitive behaviors that
victimize children are leame�, practiced and reinforced exponentially by users on the
Internet. (Sutherland, 1947)
This author would assert that there is an associational relationship that is rapidly
developing in the Internet sub-culture. A Delinquent Subculture,
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as it were, is under construct that embraces and promotes pedastry and predatory
behaviors. This trend of acceptability is under construct with many desiring association,
resulting in increased victimization and the dilution of social nonns.
Albe1i Cohen in his work Delinquent Boys explains that some crimes are not "goal
and non-utilitarian. (Cohen, 1955) Cohen goes on to
oriented", but rather negativi;.;tic
1
state that those that will nevqr.·, achieve their goals suffer from "status anxiety". The
sufferer must choose to either work harder to achieve the aforementioned goal, or be bad,
as that is a much easier goal t·o obtain and gain a release from the anxiety. Young people
experience their opportunities as being blocked. They engage in collective action and
adapt pro crime values that reinforce their delinquency. Cohen cited this drop out type
sub-culture, as being the impetus of violence, predatory behaviors and juvenile gangs.
This has some level of plausibility regarding the sexual exploitation of children. Cohen
could reason that an individual who lacks the resources, social skills, etc. to secure a
meaningful relationship with someone that they feel attracted to could, at some point,
realize that they will never achieve that goal. In Cohen's model, the individual would
then choose to strive to achieve that goal, or detennine to be bad and offend against
children (those that can be cnatrolled and dominated). This same cycle can be seen in
action on the Internet, with tlie establishment of groups/gangs that reinforce their
identities and anti-social beh�,viors. This sub cultural theory is punctuated by Elijah
Anderson's work regarding the culture of violence among African Americans. His work
is based on the "code of the street", the set of rules/code of the street that is either
accepted and embraced by th) residents, or suffer the consequences. (Anderson, 1999)
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Chapter 7

Proposed Policy Recommendations/Solutions

Societal View- Examine our.societal view and value of children. It would appear that
little or no value is placed ori children, as a whole, and even less of a minority. Kicking a
puppy lands on the front pag� of the paper, child victimization, if reported, is buried by
the horoscopes. Our rhetoric states that children are our treasure and future. Yet we
demonstrate otherwise via our actions. Lack of protection, support system, corrupt and
dangerous foster care system all conspire to further victimize our children.
I propose further enforceable legislation, for example; Michael Heimbach, SSA, FBI,
advised the House of Representatives, "The Administration has been working with
Congressional Staff to broaden our jurisdiction to prosecute Americans who go abroad to
have sex with children or pay minors for sex. The Administration has proposed
legislation that: will make it 9asier to prosecute "sex tourists" and tour operators who
serve them by creating a new�·crime of knowingly assisting sex tourists who prey on
children and prostitutes undet 18 years of age and will allow the United States to
prosecute Americans who go abroad and engage in statutory rape of children, without
having to show the person intended the act before leaving the United States." Michael
Heimbach (2002)
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Education- Increase awareness and educational programs to educate children, parents and
caregivers regarding the issues of child victimization.
Media- Establish a code of best practices with media and adve11isers. The sexual
ove1iones of the media in general and advertising and marketing in particular, often cross
over into our children's world. Media moguls, advertisers and greedy parents many
times walk a fine line between sexual exploitation and product branding. This has seen fit
'\

to dilute our view of children and their exploitation. As we hold adults unaccountable for
nudity, open sexuality and if_s marketing the line of acceptable, nonnative behaviors
continually pushes downward towards our children. Who would have thought a few years
ago that partially nude children would be displayed sexually in provocative poses to
advertise clothes? The result.is a blurring of the lines and an adjustment in our norn1s that
moves recklessly and places our children in greater peril. I propose leaders in the media
and advertising arena work together to establish a code of best practices for their
industry.
Intelligence- Establish better law enforcement communications and intelligence sharing.
This mantra has been repeated countless times in countless situations. Our communities
would be safer if all law enforcement were to utilize one secure law enforcement
intelligence system that is nq_t "owned" by the administering agency. The system must
allow information to flow bo'th directions and be accessible by all participants. The
system can act as a "pointer''_system in cases that may be sensitive in nature and require
additional security measures .. This technology would allow law enforcement to
collaborate and combine effc•rts as they ferret out and perfect cases against those would
do hann.
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Search Wanants- Establish protocols and reduce limitations on court ordered
technological eavesdropping: I propose that once an offender has risen to the level of
ai1icuable probable cause, Investigators would have an investigative option to
technologically monitor thei1'. online activities. This tool would be available in designated
case types, for a limited duration and under close judicial scrutiny, yet below the current
level ofFederal Title III wiretapping requirements. Criminal penalties and civil remedies
for the law enforcement agency and the Investigating officers themselves would be put in
place iflaw enforcement wen: to be found abusing the privilege.
Profit- Follow the money. A�lhough unsavory, the pornography industry in general, with
the child pornography industry in particular, is a highly profitable business. I propose to
place sanctions and remedies in place for merchants that trade in and facilitate the sexual
exploitation ofchildren. Credit card companies and Internet Service Providers would be
prime examples offacilitory industries.
Treatment- Establish better tteatment and monitoring programs. Currently, expe11s
disagree on the rate ofrecidivism for pedophiles. However, all would agree that therapy
is not regarded as highly effective, yet a necessity. Here is a po11ion ofan "online"
dialogue between Dr. Al Cooper Ph.D. and a troubled spouse,
"My husband has been looking at child pornography on the internet. I know this because
we kept having charges on onr credit card/or the Internet. I decided to see what he was
looking at by accessing the temporary Internet files. What I found was appalling. He has
been looking at child porno gr-nphy. Anywhere.from teenage girls to mild and very explicit
pictures ofprepubescent littl�: girls. I confronted him and he didn't deny it. I told him he
had to go see a therapist andif,e said he would.
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However, I am thinking I shc.tldjust make him leave the house.for good. We have also
have two daughters that live with us, the oldest is 12 and the youngest is 3. I refitse to
leave him alone with either o�e of them, I can't trust him around his own children. Is it
even worth trying to send him to a therapist (fI have this concern for my children's
safety?"
Dr. Cooper's response is heartfelt and poignant, "It is understandable that your discovery
of your husband's interest in child pornography has had tremendous repercussions for
you. From your question the shock, hurt, betrayal, fear and worry come through loud and
clear. If there's anything positive that can be said about your situation, it is that you are
able to hold onto your under�tanding of the situation and didn't allow yourself succumb
to denial". He goes on to advise her regarding the legal ramifications and victimization
issues. Speaking directly to the sexual exploitation of children Dr. Cooper advises, "The
act is devastating, the toll trernendous." He further advises the woman, "These sorts of
issues are very significant. TtJey do not resolve on their own. THERAPY IS
ESSENTIAL". Sex Centre (2004)
Technology- Develop a strong collaborative relationship between law enforcement and
the technology community. Law enforcement must place a strong emphasis on
technology and their use of it to combat criminal behavior. Law enforcement will never
have the funds or resources ayailable to maintain the cutting edge of technology; our only
hope is to develop a relationship with the private sector that will keep us afloat!
Accountability- Communities require accountability. Many ·times when an incident of
child victimization occurs, so1,ne employers would rather allow the offender to "go away"
than face the negative publictty and potential civil litigation. This practice has been
pervasive in the Catholic and;protestant church as well as most school systems. It has
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been my experience that, in 1�1any instances, if law enforcement is involved, their efforts
are hindered in an attempt to. roadblock case perfection. On Febrnary 17, 2004
NyTimes.com published the results of a CNN survey. Researchers from the John Jay
College of Criminal Justice in New York City conducted the survey. The Nationwide
survey on the extent and causes of sexual abuse by members of the Roman Catholic
clergy has found, "that 4,450 priests have been accused of sexually abusing minors since
1950". CNN reported, "That there were 11,000 accusations of sexual abuse by priests
and that 6,700 were substantiated after investigations". New York Times (2004). The
decision to allow an offender to "quietly go away" may provide a short-tem1 solution to
very sensitive incidents that may have political, financial, criminal and civil ramification.
However, allowing an offenqer to "quietly go away" merely allows the victimization of
children to continue with impunity. This writer and his team of Investigators had the
unfortunate experience in which a school employee was accused of offending against
students in the teacher's honw after school during tutoring sessions. The children's
parents were insistent in allo�,,.,ing their children to participate with the private tutoring
sessions, as they had no other child care options. The associated school system saw fit to
allow the employee to "quietiy go away" very quickly and block any and all inquiries.

Associated Issues affecting community and law enforcement-

•

Use of computer/teclmology by children and offenders is more widespread than

that of law enforcement and parents. Peer to peer networks encouraging contraband file
search and transfers. Voice Over I.P. technology allows for "free" local and long distance
service. The calls are digital, .totally secure and untraceable.
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•

The transfer of profi�.., from child pornography is now easier and more lucrative

than ever. In many instance�; Credit card companies and banks are as collusive as the
offenders themselves.
•

"Web connect mobile telephones" 70% of Japanese high school students have

telephones with web access. iThis trend is expected in the United States in the next 24
months. Po1iable and mobile telephone numbers and services; who and where do you
subpoena..... Who will respond and when? ...How is a Title 3 wire tap accomplished?,
*Note- Homeland security Bill attempted an initial first step to tackle this issue in their
language allowing for static ��urveillance, etc.
•

Encryption plug-ins are now available for popular Instant messaging programs

such as Yahoo, AIM, etc. This will allow totally private communications between a
victim and predator.
o

High-end technology is available to contend with many current systems; however

it is costly, highly technological and Is only available to high-level Federal agencies with
enom1ous budgets and operating staff. Meanwhile, Deputy Phife is attempting to fen-et
out a criminal and is stymied. Specialty technology is not available to his agency as funds
are not available for such items. A case in point is night vision equipment. Most agencies
have no such equipment. Of those that do, it is available only to specialty units within the
agency and is generally not �vailable to officers at large.
o

The Criminal Justice system is unable to maintain the pace of technological

development. There is a delicate balancing act required to continue spinning the plates
and juggle freedom of speech, press, and 4th. Amendment search and seizure. Law
enforcement's ability to feffet out predators, perfect cases and thereby protect the
citizens, and most specifically the children of our communities is hampered by the same
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technology that fuels our gro,wth. Recently, I had the great pleasure to participate in a
White House Summit on Child Victimization and was amazed. The Deputy Secretary of
1·, .

Human Services advised those in attendance the following. In an attempt to push
technology down to those who truly need its benefits most, they are requiring that all
HRS housing projects include technology infrastructure and access for its residents. With
that in mind, I was frightened at the prospects of a new pool of victims being made
available to predators. CmTently and in years past, these same children would never have
been available for victimization
o

The two edged sword is that computer technology and all of its wondrous

benefits, also now opens the door to this very fertile pool of victims. When factors such
as; Limited resources, lack of parental supervision, lack of parental technology
sophistication, enticements of gifts and an overall sense of hopelessness is coupled with
a manipulative predator, there is increased danger. I put forth that in the near future there
will be a dramatic increase in the victimization of children from lower socio-economic
conditions and minorities.
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Chapter 8

Summary & Conclusion

On July 15, 1976, in Chowchilla, California, a school bus ambled along a country
road dropping kids off from summer school, (Miller and Tompkins 1977). A broken
down white van appeared ahead, partially blocking the road, and the bus driver slowed to
pass it. To say that he was not concerned is an understatement. It was a normal summer
day in a small town in the Uriited States during the 1970s. The driver was making a
routine trip along a familiar route with his regular kids, all wet and tired from a
swimming trip.
The driver slowed the·bus to safely pass the van, allowing a masked man with a
gun an oppo1iunity to jump £tom the van and order the driver to stop the bus. Once
stopped, another masked man appeared and both boarded the bus driving it away with
another accomplice driving the van .
The kidnappers drove the bus into a ravine and loaded the children and driver into
two enclosed vans. They were dark, very hot and crowded, with no food, water, or
bathrooms. For the next eleven hours, the driver and children were jostled and bounced
along rural California's back roads in the steamy vans. The young victims were scared,
sweaty, hungry and thirsty and eventually forced to urinate upon themselves before the
vans stopped at approximately 3:00 A.M.
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Once the vans stopped, each child was taken out individually and questioned by
one of the anned kidnappers: The kidnappers demanded the child's name, address and
took an object from each of t_hem, presumably to reinforce ransom demands. Once the
child's interrogation was corhplete, the frightened children were forced to climb down a
ladder into what appeared to ·be a hole in the ground. What looked like a hole from above
was actually the opening to c1 truck that was bmied below the ground. The 27 captives
found the interior to be lit with flashlights and they found some stale snacks and murky
water. Then they heard the unmistakable sound of dirt being shoveled onto their
underground p1ison. The driver and children all panicked, as they realized that they were
about to be buried alive. Ed Ray, the bus driver, begged for mercy and the children's
release, with silence as the only response from the kidnappers. The shoveling stopped and
the hours dragged by. Some children slept, some cried and some prayed as the flashlights
burned out.
The kidnappers had provided two battery driven ventilator fans to supply fresh air
into the twenty-five foot by eight-foot truck body that served as the underground prison
cell for the twenty-seven captives. It was cramped, hot and muggy and Ed Ray realized
that their underground prisor; cell would soon become their tomb without some action.
Ed Ray and the children that·were able set about the daunting task of their escape, with
two of the older children, fourteen year-old Mike Marshall and eleven-year old Robe1io
Gonzales instrumental in the efforts. Their captors had placed a heavy steel plate over the
opening, with two one hundred pound batte1ies on to of that. Boards had been nailed
together and placed on top of the batteries and covered with dirt. The captives worked for
hours, with no tools, to move- the steel plate, remove the batteries, pry the boards aside
and scoop away the dirt, handful by handful. They took turns digging, holding the light
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and watching the younger chUdren. The children were ftightened, exhausted and slowly
suffocating.
Sixteen-hours later, Mike Marshall climbed out of the truck and breather fresh air.
He was certain that his captors would shoot him; none were there. One by one the
children were removed from Jheir would be tomb. It was dark and they had no earthly
idea as to their whereabouts. The group saw a light in the distance and cautiously traveled
towards it, fearing that it may be their captives. Instead, they found two vvorkers at a
quany who instantly realized who the children were and summoned help.
Upon arrival, police and rescue personnel anived in an assault of blinding lights,
sirens, shouts and activity. The police hied to load the children on busses to transport
them to the hospital for treatment and evaluation, but it proved difficult. The children
kept slipping away and hiding. They had no faith in busses.
Health care professionals pronounced the children well and rejoiced at their return
"unharmed". In 1976, as today, we fail to recognize that trauma that does not leave
physical scars could leave emotional ones that can prove longer lasting and much more
difficult to heal. The children.of Chowchilla were harmed; they did not come back the
same children that left the dav before.
The sexual exploitation of children is a societal problem that must be honestly
analyzed. CmTently, we assume the posture of assigning the deviance and victimization
to a select few and choose to ignore and dismiss the reality, hoping that it will just go
away. The facts demonstrate that there are those within our society that would sexually
exploit our children and they pre in much greater numbers than we could ever imagine or
care to comfortably admit. I put fo1ih, that we, as a "collective", a society, are sending
mixed messages regarding the value that we place on our children. The blatant
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comodification and objectification of our children, combined with the inundation of their
minds and psyches with cues that demonstrate to them that these behaviors are acceptable
will set the stage for the next generation of children and their subsequent abusive
behaviors as they transition into an anomic state. This should be our task, to examine,
dete1mine and affirn1 the nonns regarding this issue of the sexual exploitation of children.
The "global collective" must then respond by establishing clear, understandable
boundaries regarding the protection of children and penalties/sanctions associated with
those which are recalcitrant. Our children deserve the safety and protection of our
society; let us do our duty to ·them.
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